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INTRODUCTION
Harbor management planning is a relatively new concept in this country. What is
believed to be the first municipal level harbor management plan (HMP) in the United
States originated from a need to resolve a problem of encroachments on a Federal
navigation channel in Connecticut. This method of harbor planning was soon recognized
as an effective management tool and was used as a model for other coastal communities
in the Northeast.
While early HMPs primarily focused on mooring management, today's plans address
many more harbor issues. In order for an HMP to receive State approval, all issues
contained in the plan must be consistent with the State Coastal Zone Management Plan
(CZMP). State CZMPs were created voluntarily under the Coastal Zone Management
Act of 1972 (CZMA). Therefore, in order to understand how to address issues properly
within an HMP, a study of the recent development of United States coastal zone policy is
necessary.
The Coastal Zone Management Act was intended to form a national coastal zone
management program in which the States would play the central management role by
developing their own coastal management plans subject to Federal approval. The CZMA
has been amended several times to adjust to the changing needs of coastal resources. The
specific needs that this paper focuses on are the management needs of coastal recreational
harbors particularly as related to hurricane hazards. Hazard mitigation management
exists on the Federal level through a network of Federal agencies. However, planning
1
DEVELOPMENT OF UNITED STATES COASTAL ZONE
POLICY
BACKGROUND
The development and practice of municipal harbor management are greatly influenced
by national coastal zone management policy. Although harbor management planning is
not a direct descendant of Federal coastal zone management programs, many of the
fundamental concepts of local coastal management are adopted from policies initially
developed on the national level. Therefore, studying the development of Federal coastal
zone policy is helpful in understanding the requirements of local harbor management.
In order to understand the United States coastal zone policy, it is helpful to study the
legislation that formed the national policy and the events that encouraged the
development of that legislation. In the 1960' s, it was becoming apparent that the nation's
coastal zone was undergoing a change. Coastal cities were growing, new urban areas
were developing along the shore, development of offshore resources was increasing and
recreation along the shoreline was on the rise. The increased activity placed mounting
pressure on coastal resources. There was no national environmental legislation in place
to manage the growth of activity taking place along the coast during the 1950's and
1960's. The concept for Coastal Zone Management was initiated by a rapidly
deteriorating coastal environment. Three major studies were conducted in the late 1960' s
to examine the causes of the deterioration of the coast: The National Estuary Study', the
1 Department of the Interior, National Fish and Wildlife Service, National Estuary
Study, (Washington, D.C.: U.S.G.P.G. January, 1970,) Vol. 1, p. 9-11.
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National Estuarine Pollution Study' and the Stratton Commission'. The Findings of these
studies would later provide the framework for national coastal zone management
legislation.
THE NATIONAL ESTUARY STUDY
The Estuary Protection Act (PL. 90-454) commissioned the Department of the
Interior to undertake "a study and inventory of the nation's estuaries, including without
limitation coastal marshlands, bays, sounds, seaward areas, lagoons, and land and waters
of the Great Lakes.'''' Completed on January 30, 1970 by the Department of the Interior,
the study proved to be a complete and thorough statement of the status of estuarine
conditions in the United States .
The study contained a discussion of the varied and competing uses to which the
estuaries are being put and detailed conditions of the estuarine systems . The tone of the
report was somber, emphasizing that estuaries of the United States were in jeopardy. The
study found that estuarine systems were being damaged, destroyed and reduced in size at
an accelerating rate by physical alteration and pollution. They were targeted by industry
2 Secretary of the Interior, The National Estuarine Pollution Study, Report to
Congress, Document 91-58, 91SI Congress, 2nd Session, March 25, 1970, p. 2.
3U.S. Congress, Committee on Commerce, Legislative History of the Coastal
Zone Management Act of 1972, As Amended in 1974 and 1976 with Section-by-Section
Index , Prepared at the Request of Hon. Warren G. Magnuson and Hon. Ernest F.
Hollings, 94th Congress, 2nd Session, December 1976, p. 2.
4 Public Law 90-454, sec. 2.
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because some of the land was cheap, water transportation easy and waste disposal
convenient. In addition, they were popular sites for residential developers who found it
profitable to dredge and fill an estuary and thus destroy part of it in order to create
expensive housing that is accessible both by boat and automobile.
The study not only focused on the deteriorating estuarine conditions, but also on the
jurisdictional-management problems involved. While it was not the task of the study to
outline the management improvements needed, it did act as a major effort in the move to
promote the estuary problem.
THE NATIONAL ESTUARINE POLLUTION STUDY
Under the Clean Water Restoration Act of 19665, Congress directed the Secretary of
the Interior to study the problems surrounding pollution of the nation's estuaries, and to
make recommendations [Q Congress for an effective national estuarine management
program. The recommended program was to be based on an evaluation of existing
relationships among the three estuarine environments; the effects of pollution on uses ;
and also the effects of demographic and use trends on pollution of the natural
environment. The three estuarine environments were the biophysical, socioeconomic and
institutional environments.f
The study was very comprehensive, evaluating aspects of estuaries such as: fishing,
recreation, transportation, national defense, municipal and industrial water supply, waste
5 Public Law 89-753.
6 Secretary of the Interior, The National Estuarine Pollution Study, Report to
Congress, Document 91-58, 91st Congress, 2nd Session, March 25,1970, pA.
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disposal, exploitation of mineral resources, aquaculture, shoreline development, and fish
and wildlife habitats.'
Policies and objectives for a comprehensive national estuarine and coastal zone
management program were recommended in the study. The recommended national
policy recognized the need in present and future programs to:
• Encourage urban and industrial growth and the resulting land use in a
manner to preserve the maximum of the estuarine and coastal zone
resources and to ensure the greatest number of beneficial uses.
• Recognize that estuarine-dependent land uses require preference and that
some uses such as residential and some industrial uses do not need
shoreline locations.
• Conserve the estuarine and coastal environment to sustain and enhance its
nursery value, its wildlife habitat value, and its commercial fisheries value.
• Develop and make accessible the many forms of outdoor recreation and
aesthetic values offered by the estuaries and coastal areas.
• Reduce to an acceptable minimum the adverse effect of man 's use of the
estuaries and coastal areas and accept preservation as one means of
reasonably guarantying the opportunity to exercise future options.
The findings of this study contributed to a better understanding of pollution problems
In U.S. estuaries and was valuable to policy makers in forming coastal management
legislation such as the Coastal Zone Management Act and the Clean Water Act.
THE STRATTON COMMISSION
The Commission on Marine Science , Engineering, and Resources, otherwise known
as the Stratton Commission, was established by the Marine Resources and Development
7 Ibid. 21-27.
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Act of 1966.8 The Commission was known as the Stratton Commission after the
Chairman Julius Stratton, President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at the
time. The Commission was mandated to investigate and make recommendations on a
wide variety of ocean and coastal related issues. Eight hearings were held throughout the
United States to discuss topics such as industrial and residential development,
commercial and sport fishing, navigational and spatial conflicts, recreational uses, erosion
and dredging. The Commission compiled its results and specific recommendations in a
final report titled Our Nation and the Sea. It was the contents of this report that were the
most influential material in forming the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.
A great deal of the Commission'S study was focused on the coastal zone. In the first
chapter of Our Nation and the Sea, the Commission describes the uniqueness and
importance of the coastal zone:
The coast of the United States is, in many respects, the Nation 's most
valuable geographic feature. It is at the juncture of the land and sea that
the great part of this Nation's trade and industry takes place. The waters
off the shore are among the most biologically productive regions of the
Nation. 9
Having recognized the uniqueness and complexity of the coastal zone, the Stratton
Commission addressed the issue of a lack of management. It was noted that the uses of
the coastal zone were exceeding the abilities of local government to manage coastal
8public Law 88-454, June 17, 1966.
9U.S. Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and Resources. Our Nation
and the Se~ (Washington, D.C.: U.S.G.P.O. 1969), p. 19.
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activities through planning and community development projects. Planning and
development were needed, but local government was unable to keep up with coastal
growth and the States did not have the resources to coordinate a management effort. The
Commission found "The division of responsibilities among the several levels of
government is unclear, and the knowledge and procedures for formulating sound
decisions are lacking.'?" It was believed that the responsibilities were divided among
many jurisdictions on many governmental levels with no central mechanism for
formulating decisions pertaining to the coastal zone. The Commission found that the
States should be the central link for the many levels of governmental management.
However, the States lacked the proper tools to provide a central management function for
the coastal zone. One of the specific recommendations of the Stratton Commission was
that States form coastal zone management authorities. The forming of State authorities
would be voluntary, and the Federal Government would match half of the operating costs
of the State agency. The State authorities would plan, regulate, acquire lands and develop
public facilities. It was this specific recommendation that initiated the enactment of the
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.
PURPOSE OF THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1972
The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 is the piece of legislation most relevant to
harbor management. The Act constructed a framework that makes State government the
IOIbid., p. 19.
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center of coastal management programs. Although harbor management plans are not a
formal part of the national coastal management structure, the policies of the municipal
plans are subject to federally approved State programs developed under the CZMA. In
this way, HMPs are indirectly subject to Federal approval. HMPs must be approved by
the proper State agency as delegated by the State coastal zone management program. The
State management program is subject to approval by the Secretary of Commerce.
Therefore, HMPs should be consistent with Federal coastal zone management policy
through this process.
The primary purpose of the CZMA of 1972 is to encourage and assist States in
preparing and implementing management programs to preserve, protect, develop, and
whenever possible restore and enhance the resources of the coastal zone of the United
States. I I The law authorizes Federal grants-in-aid to coastal States to develop coastal
zone management plans. It also provides grants to help implement the management
plans. Coastal states are not required to develop a coastal zone management plan, but the
Federal Government provides incentive to do so through the program development and
implementation grants. For the purposes of this legislation, a coastal State is defined as a
State bordering on the Atlantic, Pacific or Arctic Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico, Long Island
Sound or one of the Great Lakes. By extending the definition of "coastal State" to
include States bordering on the Great Lakes and Long Island Sound, more States could
llFrom the Declaration of Policy (Sec. 303), Coastal Zone Management Act of
1972, PL 92-583.
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benefit from the grants provided for program development and implementation, making
the Act more politically appealing and ensuring its passage in Congress.
The intent of the legislation is to enhance State authority by encouraging States to
assume planning and regulatory authority over their coastal zones. State authority is not
preempted by Federal jurisdiction. On the contrary , one of the non-monetary incentives
for States to develop a management plan is the provision for Federal activity consistency
with the State program. Once a State program has been approved by the State
Government and the Secretary of Commerce, all Federal agencies planning activities in
the coastal zone must conduct those activities in a manner consistent with the State
coastal zone management program.
The CZMA specified certain things that must be included In State coastal
management programs. Specifically, plans must include: 12
• Identification of boundaries of the coastal zone
• Definition of permissible land and water uses within the coastal zone
• Inventory and designation of areas of particular concern
• Identification of means by which States propose to exert control over land
and water uses, including list of relevant constitutional provisions,
legislative enactments, regulations, etc.
• Broad guidelines on priority uses in particular areas, including specifically
those uses of lowest priority
• Description of organizational structure proposed to implement the
management program, including responsibilities and interrelationships of
12The Coastal Zone Management Act, PL 92-583, Sec.305(b) (1972) .
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local, area wide, State, regional, and interstate agencies in the management
process
The States were to be recognized as the central management body for coastal
management. However, the CZMA did direct States to draw on local, regional, State,
Federal and private interest groups in the planning and management process. The States
could delegate authority to local governments for certain tasks but it was believed that the
States possessed the administrative resources, enforcement powers and constitutional
authority to build a coastal management program.
In drawing up this legislation, there is evidence that a question was raised as to why
the coastal zone should be singled out for special management attention? An argument
was made that if the earth's environmental system is viewed as one eco-system, there
should be only one policy and one system of management. 13 It is apparent that there was
an awareness of the concept of comprehensive environmental management at the time of
the enactment of the CZMA. However, it was determined that to have an effective
management system, diverse management systems are required. The coastal zone is a
critical strip of land and water with increasing pressure on its resources and with many of
its inhabitants endangered or threatened. A specific management program was necessary
to address their pressing problems.
13 Senate Report No. 92-753, p. 4.
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PRIMARY GOALS OF THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT OF
1972
The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 contained certain goals and intentions
that reflected the needs of the coastal zone in 1972. However, as we gain a greater
understanding of the coastal zone and its uses, the laws and management practices must
be amended to meet evolving needs. Many of the original goals of the CZMA are still
applicable today despite demand changes and a greater understanding of the fragile waters
of this environment.
Three substantive goals of the original CZMA were: protection of significant
resources, management of coastal development, and increased recreational access-
protection of historic and cultural resources." All of these goals are shared with harbor
management planning, particularly the latter two. Each goal will be addressed briefly.
The first major goal, protection of significant resources, includes: wetlands, floral and
fauna habitats, beaches and dunes, barrier islands , corals and other reefs, and offshore
sand and gravel and oil and gas resources."
"National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Office of Coastal Zone
Management, The First Five Years of Coastal Zone Management: An Initial Assessment,
(Washington, D.C.: March,1979), p. 19-51.
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The management of coastal development addresses the issues of construction and the
conflicts of use in the coastal zone. One aspect is examining the priority given to water-
dependent uses versus water-enhanced uses. A water-dependent use includes businesses
or functions in the coastal zone whose operation is directly linked to the shore, such as
commercial fishing or whale watching. Restaurants or condominiums with a water view
are examples of water-enhanced uses, which are not totally dependent on their waterfront
location for their operation, but are often economically enhanced by their proximity to the
shore and often are superior competitors for space. The result has been a distinct change
of water dependent to water enhanced use.
Coastal development issues such as water dependent versus water enhanced uses can
often be better addressed on the local level. The implementation of an HMP that
integrates the policies of State and Federal coastal zone management into local planning
ordinances, can be a highly effective coastal development management tool. While State
agencies can supply technical expertise for management of environmental impacts,
municipal authorities are more familiar with local interests and potential use conflicts.
The delegation by the State to local authorities of specific management responsibilities
for harbor development would better represent local interests while remaining consistent
with State environmental management practices.
Another aspect of management of coastal development is the prevention or mitigation
of loss of life or property caused by development in erosion-prone areas, coastal flood
plains and high velocity water areas, and areas subject to subsistence or saltwater
intrusion. Amendments made to the CZMA in 1976 called for a planning process for
13
assessing the effects of shoreline erosion and studying and evaluating ways to control, or
lesson the impact of such erosion, and to restore areas adversely affected by such
erosion. 16 The most significant result of this amendment was the implementation of
setback lines in erosion-prone areas by State agencies for coastal development. This issue
is addressed more comprehensively by the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 (NFIA),
which is discussed in greater detail in the United States National Coastal Hazard
Mitigation section of this paper.
Provisions for erosion hazard mitigation in the 1976 CZMA amendments are distinct
from the methods in the NFIA. The CZMA required participating States to include a
planning process for assessing the effects of shoreline erosion as described above.
Unfortunately the amendment did not attempt to complement the already existing NFIA,
thus contributing to a fragmented national erosion mitigation policy.
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The third major goal pertains to recreational access and protection of historic and
cultural resources. At the time the CZMA was being written. an estimated 30 million
people used the Nation's coastline for swimming and bathing and 40 million projected for
1975. Sport fishing enthusiasts numbered approximately 11 million and were expected to
increase to 16 million by 1975. Similarly, the 10 million pleasure boaters in 1972 were
expected to grow to 14 million in 1975.17 The short term expected growth in coastal zone
activities demonstrated by these statistics demanded a management scheme to handle the
increased impacts on the coastal environment. Coastal recreational activity has continued
to grow since the study in 1972. Current recreational use of our nation's waters is
represented in figure 1. 18
PROVISIONS LACKING FOR HARBOR MANAGEMENT IN THE
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1972
The policies and goals of the Coastal Zone Management Act have been studied in this
paper because it would seem to be the most logical legislative basis for coastal harbor
management. The legislative history of the Act reveals that policy makers believed the
key to effective coastal zone management would be in developing management programs
on the State level. Included in this plan was the ability for State programs to delegate
authority to local municipalities. However, the CZMA did not explicitly address
comprehensive planning on the local level. Important issues such as the growing
17Congress, Senate, National Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, Report No.
92-753, 92nd Congress, 2nd Session, 1972, p. 2.
18 U.S.E.P.A. Liquid Assets : A Summertime Perspective on the Importance of
Clean Water to the Nation's Economy, (Washington, D.C., May, 1996), p.3.
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demands of the recreational boating community and natural hazard mitigation would
require attention if local comprehensive municipal harbor planning were to be developed
in the law. It will be explained later that harbor management planning was forced to
develop out of necessity , without a Federal legislative basis, to address these issues .
RECREATIONAL BOATING
Recreational boating was not overlooked during the development of the CZMA. It
was addressed, but more from the point of view of providing public access rather than
considering its impact on the coastal environment as a large user group . Framers of the
CZMA were concerned with promoting public access and protecting citizen's rights to
use the shore for recreation among other things. Recreational boating was grouped with
other recreational activities such as bathing and fishing from the shore.
There are certain impacts on the environment caused by recreational boating on a
large scale that require management. Harmful impacts such as water pollution are
actually regulated by the EPA through the Clean Water Act. Provisions particularly
relevant to recreational boating were amended to the Water Quality Act of 1987. These
amendments set standards for marine sanitation devices aboard vessels and made
provisions for non-point source management programs.
Improper disposal of waste generated on board can have serious effects on the local
environment. In order to manage this problem, popular boating communities must plan
to provide facilities, such as pumpout stations, to accommodate the needs of a large
number of -boats, Another pollution problem results from dense clustering of boat
16
moorings. Anti-fouling bottom paint found on many recreational boats contains high
levels of heavy metals which are slowly released into the water. A high concentration of
boats could be a non-point source of pollution by contributing unacceptable levels of
heavy metals in a certain area. Thus, some form of management is necessary to mitigate
the effects of high concentrations of recreational boating activities.
MUNICIPAL HARBOR MANAGEl\1ENT
The intent of the Coastal Zone Management Act was to make the States the focal
point for developing comprehensive coastal management plans. However, the Act did
leave room for State coastal zone programs to delegate authority to municipalities when
appropriate. This intent is reflected in the legislative history of the CZMA, "The States
may delegate to local governments, areawide agencies, or interstate agencies some or all
of the management responsibilities under this act."!" But the concept of coastal towns
developing their own comprehensive harbor management plans was not originally
perceived in the development of the CZMA.
The CZMA may have been more comprehensive and effective if municipal harbor
management were originally integrated into the Federal legislation. Rather than only two
major levels of management, Federal and State, a three level system including the
municipal management level would be more effective for coastal management. The Act
contains no structure designed to develop a relationship between the State management
19 U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Commerce, National Coastal Zone
Management Act of 1972, Report prepared by Mr. Hollings, 92nd Congress, 2nd Session,
April 19, 19-72, p.5.
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program and authority granted to local municipalities. The first step was taken by
incorporating into the CZMA, the relationship between the State programs and the
Federal Government. States would develop their own coastal zone management
programs, and the U.S. Secretary of Commerce and the State Governor would both
approve the plans. Once approved, Federal activities in the coastal zone were required to
be consistent with the State program in which the activities were taking place. The next
step in the management structure, however, is missing. There was no provision for
municipalities to develop management plans which in tum, would be reviewed and
approved by the State authority. Harbor management plans could function as the
municipal level management plan .
The Stratton Commission arrived at the conclusion that management of coastal
resources would be most effective at the State level. With a three level structure of
management, the State programs would still be the center of coastal management. By
requiring HMPs as part of the national management structure, all participating States
would be forced to address local harbor issues, without forfeiting all authority to the
municipalities. Mandatory harbor management planning would stimulate local
participation in coastal management and possibly shed light on issues requiring attention.
Unfortunately, this extra dimension of including local municipalities in the coastal
management program was overlooked in the original CZMA.
Today, harbor management plans are reviewed and approved by the State. However,
HMPs are a system used by only a few of the coastal states, found in the New England
and the Mid-Atlantic regions, The implementation of HMPs may have been more
18
widespread by now had the concept been incorporated into the CZMA. By having the
CZMA require municipal HMPs as a goal of State programs, all participating States
would be obligated to address harbor management, thereby enhancing national coastal
zone management.
NATURAL HAZARD MITIGATION
Man-made hazards, rather than natural hazards, were the concern of the CZMA of
1972. The one natural hazard addressed specifically in the Act was shoreline erosion. As
Stated in the Congressional findings "The increasing and competing demands upon the
lands and waters of our coastal zone ...have resulted in...adverse changes to ecological
systems ...and shoreline erosion.v'" To deal with the increasing stresses on the nation's
coastal areas brought on by shoreline development, many coastal States, with the
encouragement of the Federal government, have enacted various setback strategies to
control development along their shorelines." In developing a setback policy , States
typically adopt either a fixed setback from the shoreline, or a floating setback that varies
with the local rate of erosion.v'
2<The Coastal Zone Management Act, 16 U.S.C.1451 (c) (1972).
21 Debra Fraize, "Shoreline Setbacks versus Regulatory Takings Law In
Massachusetts" (M.A.M.A. thesis, University of Rhode Island, 1996), 87.
22 Ibid.
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Maine, Delaware, Alabama, and Hawaii have each established fixed setback lines?3
Fixed setback lines require that construction be placed a certain distance landward of a
baseline, such as a vegetation line, dune line, mean high tide line, or a roadway. What
distinguishes these setbacks from floating setbacks is that the line is fixed prior to
I · c . 24app ymg lor a pemut.
New York, New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Rhode Island use
floating setback lines,z5 These lines are calculated when a permit is requested and are
based on long-term average annual shoreline recession rates. These States require that
construction be set back 30 to 100 times the annual erosion rate." States with floating
setbacks use natural features exclusively as the baseline, such as the crestline of the
primary dune, the receding bluff, the vegetation line, or the mean high tide line.27
On a national level, the issue of shoreline erosion is addressed more comprehensively
by the National Flood Insurance Program, which is administered by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). A more detailed discussion on FEMA's role
23 John M. Houlahan, "Comparison of State Construction Setbacks to Manage
Development in Coastal Hazard Areas," Coastal Management 17 (1989) 221, cited in
Debra Fraize , "Shoreline Setbacks versus Regulatory Takings Law in Massachusetts"
(M.A.M.A. thesis, University of Rhode Island, 1996), 88.
24 Houlahan, 220, cited in Fraize, 88.
25 Houlahan, 222, 224-25, cited in Fraize, 89.
26 Dennis J. Hwang, "Shoreline Setback Regulations and Taking Analysis",
University of Hawaii Law Review 13 (1991), 9. cited in 26 Debra Fraize, "Shoreline
Setbacks versus Regulatory Takings Law in Massachusetts" (M.A.M.A. thesis, University
of Rhode Island, 1996),89.
27 Houlahan, 223, cited in Fraize, 89.
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in shoreline protection is found in the United States Natural Hazard Mitigation Policy
section of this paper.
While coastal hazards such as shoreline erosion were addressed somewhat by the
CZMA, natural hazards such as severe storms and hurricanes were not considered in the
legislation. The concept of mitigating storm damage by integrating hazard mitigation
planning into the CZMA was not implemented. Storm preparedness was considered to be
under the jurisdiction of FEMA, and not part of a coastal program. FEMA's role in
storm hazard mitigation will also be discussed in the following major section of this
paper.
The State of Rhode Island is taking the lead in local planning of coastal natural hazard
mitigation. The R.I. Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC) is actively
pursuing the integration of hurricane preparedness into municipal harbor management
plans. The R.I. CRMC assembled guidelines in 1988 to assist cities and towns in
developing HMPs. The second version of the guidelines, expected in the fall of 1996,
will include provisions for addressing natural hazard mitigation and hurricane
preparedness in greater detail. The CRMC felt coastal hazard mitigation needed attention
and that harbor management plans were the proper format in which to address it. Further,
impacts of hurricane Bob on the Rhode Island coast in 1991 acted as a catalyst for
action. 28
28 Personal Communication, Jeffrey Willis, Rhode Island Coastal Resources
Management Council, August 21, 1996.
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Three important components of harbor management were found to be lacking in the
original CZMA: recreational boating, municipal management, and natural hazard
mitigation. These components were considered in the CZMA, but not to the extent to
which is required today. It would not seem to be a case that these provisions were left out
intentionally, rather , as demands on the coastal zone changed, such as increased
recreational boating activity, it became apparent that the existing management structure
was lacking support for the new demands.
CURRENT FEDERAL POLICY AFFECTING RECREATIONAL BOATING
AND HARBOR MANAGEMENT
Previously, the birth and development of coastal zone management policy in the U.S.
has been discussed, pertaining particularly to the Coastal Zone Management Act. We
must now look at what management and policy is currently in place , not only with respect
to the CZMA, but also to other Federal programs involved in coastal zone management.
Early HMPs were narrowly focused on one or two issues, one usually being mooring
management. However, HMPs have since developed as useful management tools for
additional harbor issues such as user conflicts or water quality. Many of these additional
issues are related to recreational boating. The following agencies or programs are
involved with managing coastal resources and contribute to regulating the negative
impacts of recreational boating on the coastal environment.
The Federal Government is playing an increasingly important role in coastal
management. Various Federal legislation has been passed to form the foundation of
22
national coastal management policy. A multitude of Federal agencies shape coastal
policies by enforcing the rules and regulations put forth from the enacting legislation. In
addition, court rulings on laws governing the management of the coastal zone influence
the interpretation of how rules and regulations shall be enforced. This section discusses
the major Federal Government management mechanisms involved in coastal zone
management.
THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT
In order to adjust to the evolving needs of the coastal zone, the CZMA has undergone
many amendments and reauthorizations since 1972. In 1976, amendments created the
Coastal Energy Impact Program (CEIP) to respond to the energy crisis at that time. The
purpose of the CEIP was to advance the nation's self-sufficiency for energy by providing
Federal funds to meet States' needs resulting from new or expanded energy activities in
the coastal zone .29 During the Reagan Administration, Congress continued to reauthorize
the CZMA, despite the President's attempts to zero-budget the program and phase out
Federal CZMA and CEIP programs.
One of the objectives of the Coastal Zone Improvement Act of 1980 was to guide the
implementation process under Section 306. It also introduced a new national policy
defining nine areas of national interest. The nine new policy areas were: natural resource
29U.S. Congress, Committee on Commerce, Legislative History of the Coastal
Zone Management Act of 1972, As Amended in 1974 and 1976 with Section-by-Section
Index . 94th Congress, 2nd Session, December 1976, p. 578.
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protection, hazard management, major facility siting, public access, urban waterfront and
port redevelopment, simplification of decision procedures, inter-governmental
coordination, public participation, and living marine resource conservation.l'' Although
harbor management plans are not specifically named as an area of national interest, most
of these subjects are issues addressed in HMPs. Federal management of these issues can
be used as a model for management on the local level.
Towards the end of the 1980's Congress made another assessment of the goals and
priorities in national coastal zone management. The continued commitment to proper
management of the country 's coastline was reflected in the 1990 amendments to the
CZMA. Several new initiatives were created, including a major new coastal non-point
source pollution program (Section 6217) and an enhancement grants program." Section
6217 called for a new and aggressive program to address non-point source pollutants.
The new program requires States to prepare a Coastal Non-Point Pollution Control
Program. Management measures must be adopted by the States that conform to guidance
documents produced by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which administers
the Clean Water Act, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA).
30Coastal States Organization, "America's Coasts: Progress and Promise," Coastal
States Organization, Washington, D.C. p.20.
31Timothy Beatley, David 1. Brower and Anna K. Schwab, An Introduction to
Coastal Zone Management (Washington, D.C. : Island Press, 1994) p. 71.
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The 1990 re-authorization also created a new Coastal Zone Enhancement Grants
Program, which reflects certain management areas which Congress wanted to make
priorities. Many of the 1990 priorities were similar to those issues defined as areas of
national interest in the 1980 amendments. However, in 1990, States had greater incentive
to pursue the national priorities with the promise of enhanced grant moneys. Under the
program, States were encouraged to address eight specific issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Protection of Coastal wetlands or creation of coastal wetlands
Mitigation of natural hazards (including potential sea level rise and Great
Lakes level rise)
Increasing opportunities for public access
Reducing marine debris
Addressing cumulative and secondary impacts of coastal growth
Preparing and implementing special area management plans
Planning for ocean resources
Procedures and policies for siting energy facilities
Once again, harbor management was not mentioned as a priority. However, the listed
priorities have a direct bearing on harbor management within the State coastal zone
management program and influence what the State program will require of HMPs.
Further amendments for the CZMA were proposed in 1995. Otherwise known as The
Coastal Zone Protection Act of 1996 (H.R. 1965) , the latest amendments to the CZMA
were signed into law June 3, 1996.32 The principal amendments were: 33
32public Law 104-150, Library of Congress, Thomas Legal Internet Service.
http://thomas.loc.gov
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••
•
•
Allow resource management improvement grants to be used for the
development of a coordinated process among State agencies to regulate
and issue permits for coastal zone aquaculture facilities.
Allow coastal zone enhancement grants to be used to evaluate the siting of
public and private coastal zone aquaculture facilities .
Establish consistency determination appeal procedures.
Allow grants (relating to national estuarine reserves or educational or
interpretive activities) provided from amounts recovered as a result of
damage to coastal zone natural resources to be used to pay 100 percent of
the costs of the activities carried out with the grants .
The amendments :contained no language directly affecting the development of
municipal harbor management plans. However, by allowing grants for coordination and
evaluation of public and private aquaculture facilities, the amendments are encouraging
growth in this industry. Coastal and harbor planners should begin to consider the
potential issues generated by this industry such as: space allocation, riparian rights, use of
traditional fishing grounds etc. As aquaculture develops in States with municipal HMPs,
towns should prepare to address this emerging controversial issue.
ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
The Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) first became involved in coastal and harbor
management by enforcing the Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution. The
Commerce Clause grants Congress the power to "regulate commerce with foreign nations
and among the several States. 34" Supreme Court decisions have maintained that the
33 Ibid.
34C .. I 8onStItutlOn, art. ,sec. .
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authority to regulate commerce includes the authority to regulate navigation, and by
inference, the control over navigable waters. This right of the Federal Government is
called the navigational servitude, which reserves to the government the right to remove
any obstruction to navigation . The ACE enforces the Commerce Clause by maintaining
the navigability of the waters of the United States. To carry this out, the Corps conducts
various civil works projects such as dredging channels , building breakwaters, and
constructing harbor facilities.
More recently, the Corps has played a role in the development of municipal harbor
management plans by reviewing HMPs for the location of mooring and for issues such as
public assess and impediments to navigation. Mooring management is often a
contentious issue in harbor management plans. The ACE regulates activities in the
coastal zone through the issuance and enforcement of permits. Through the authority of
the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 Sec. 10, excavation or construction in "navigable
waters" is forbidden without approval of the Secretary of the Army. Under the provisions
of the Corps program, moorings and their availability for use are considered integral parts
of the ability to navigate. As such, moorings are subject to the ACE's responsibility to
ensure equal opportunity in navigation and commerce within the waters of this country.
The public interest review conducted by the Corps often requires that the availability of
moorings be non-exclusionary, and that the needs of transient boaters be addressed. Non-
residents must be given equal opportunity to obtain mooring space, and a certain amount
of mooring space must be allocated for transient vessels. The ACE regulatory program
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also seeks to maintain unobstructed access to harbor channels, and that areas that have
benefited from harbor navigation projects are open to all. Future availability of Federal
assistance for navigation projects is often predicated on these requirements.
FEDERAL CLEAN WATER ACT
The Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) contains several key programs and provisions
which have substantial management influence on the coastal zone. These include a
shared system between Federal and State capitol for point source pollution programs, a
non-point pollution program, restrictions on discharges into wetlands and the National
Estuary Program."
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act is the basis of Federal efforts to protect wetlands.
Specifically, Section 404 restricts the discharge of dredge and fill materials into U.S.
waters that require a permit from the ACE. The Corps must review permit requests
consistent with its own public interest review and the Section 404 guidelines provided by
the EPA. Under the Section 404 (b) (i ) guidelines, the Corps can issue a permit only
when it has been determined that there are no practical alternative sites for the proposed
use and where impacts are mitigated to the maximum extent possible." Mitigation
35Beatley, p. 94.
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techniques can be the creation of new wetlands or the enhancement or restoration of
degraded wetlands.
Harbor management plans often address the issue of managing shoreline and
waterfront development. These activities often involve dredging and filling of wetlands.
Municipal HMPs must comply with rules and regulations promulgated through the Clean
Water Act and other legislation pertinent to coastal management.
Other aspects of harbor management fall under the jurisdiction of the Clean Water
Act as well. As was mentioned earlier, the overboard dumping of septic waste and
mooring field density have direct impacts on water quality. These problems are regulated
by the Marine Sanitation Device and non-point pollution provisions of the 1987
amendments to the CWA.
The National Estuary Program (NEP) was established in 1987 by the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, and is administered by the U.S. EPA, Office of Wetlands, Oceans
and Watersheds (OWOW). The primary goals of the Act are the protection and
improvement of water quality and the enhancement of living resources of U.S. estuaries.
The program uses a holistic approach by recognizing the interconnections of all living
resources within the estuarine environment and uses a regional, cooperative method of
natural resource protection and management.
The NEP is a voluntary program operated at the State level. Each program follows
Federal standards that are flexible and allow for local variation in problem identification
and management style. Federal funds are provided through the NEP, but State and local
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governments are responsible for funding implementation of the management plan. Each
State estuary program forms a Management Conference, comprised of various
committees which oversee the various program activities undertaken by that particular
NEP. One of the Federal requirements of the Management Conference is to develop a
Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan (CCMP ). The CCMP is the heart of
each NEP. Federal assistance covers preparation and planning for a CCMP, but no
Federal funding is provided for implementation. Therefore, responsibility for
implementing the plan rests entirely with the State and participating local governments.
If participating municipalities have a harbor management plan, they should integrate
implementation policies for the CCMP into their municipal plan.
SIGNIFICANT NATIONAL COURT RULINGS REGARDING RECREATIONAL
BOATING
In addition to the legislative framework that has developed into what is our current
coastal and harbor management policies, certain court rulings have served to provide a
precedent in shaping the national policies. The recognition of recreational boating as a
significant user group that navigates U.S. waters reinforces the importance of this user
group, and that its impacts on coastal resources are not trivial, and must receive serious
attention. The importance of managing recreational boating activity is now more widely
understood than at the beginning of coastal zone management in the U.S. Issues directly
related to recreational boating, such as waste management and water quality, are regularly
addressed in municipal HMPs.
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In the case of Mentor Harbor Yachting Club v. Mentor Lagoons, Inc., N.E.2d 373
(Ohio 1959), recreational boating is recognized as a legitimate user group with the same
rights to navigate U.S. waters as vessels engaged in trade or commerce. The case
involves a partially developed, shallow lagoon that opens into Lake Erie. The entrance of
the lagoon to Lake Erie would occasionally be blocked by a sandbar. Before
development, the lagoon was used by fishermen and hunters who gained access through
the entrance from Lake Erie . Once developed, many of the riparian owners moored their
pleasure boats in the lagoon, which provided a sheltered area and a convenient access
point to the Great Lake. The plaintiff, Mentor Harbor Yachting Club, who owned the
land adjoining the channel to Lake Erie, wished to enjoin the defendants, Mentor
Lagoons, Inc. and various land owners around the lagoon, from trespassing on the
channel. Conversely, the defendant claimed a right to use the channel as a means of
ingress and egress between the lagoon and Lake Erie.
In order to settle this case, the status of the navigability of the waterway had to be
determined. The court used the following four factors to determine the navigability of the
waters : ( I) capacity for boating in its natural condition, (2) accessibility by public termini ,
(3) capacity for boating after making reasonable improvements, and (4) the capacity for
boating for either recreation or commercer" Focusing on the last factor, the court looked
to two other cases for precedent. In Coleman v. Schaeffer, 1955 163 Ohio St. 202, 126
N.E.2d 444, the following was found in the syllabus of the case: "In determining the
37Dennis W. Nixon, Marine and Coastal Law: Cases and Materials, (Westport,
CT: Praeger, 1994),62.
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navigability of a stream, consideration may be given to its availability for boating or
sailing for pleasure and recreation as well as for pecuniary profit. ,, 38
Based on this reasoning, the Ohio Court found that it must extend the criteria for
determining navigability beyond the so-called "commercial usage" test as applied in
previous cases. ''To decide navigability solely upon the basis of such use fails to take
cognizance of the tremendous increase in the public use of waterways." The court went
on to explain the magnitude of recreational boating in number of boaters and estimated
annual expenditures. and that the increase in recreational boating that had been
accompanied by a corresponding decrease in its commercial use. Taking all of this into
account , the court adopted a modem view of navigation involving pleasure boating, and
ruled that the Mentor Harbor watercourse was navigable , and hence, public waters.
Today, recreational boating is a substantial user group of the coastal zone. Figure 2.
illustrates the growth of recreational boating in this country. However, the accuracy of
the boat numbering system is affected by compliance of boat owners and the various State
boat numbering regulations.
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u. S. Coast Guard "Boating Statistics 1994"
Figure 1. Total Number ofNumbered Boats in the United States 1974 - 199439
39 United States Coast Guard, "Boating Statistics 1994," (Washington, D.C.,
U.S.G.P.O.-September, 1995), p. 20.
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United States National Coastal Hazard Mitigation Policy
A coastal hazard mitigation system exists in the United States through a series of
agencies and programs. Some parts of the programs address planning and avoidance of
future hazards . However, a significant part of the mitigation effort is allocated to
response and recovery. Inclusion of natural hazard planning in HMPs would help avoid
future damage and danger from hurricanes and severe coastal storms. Because most
planning is conducted on the municipal level, integrating coastal hazard mitigation
planning into HMPs would be an effective hazard mitigation technique.
The dense population along the coasts of the Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico make
coastal hazard mitigation a necessity. Nine of the United States' ten largest metropolitan
areas, which inhabit more than one quarter of the U.S. population, are located on Great
Lakes or oceans. Counties within 50 miles of coasts gained 39.6 percent in population
between 1960 and 1990, now containing more than half (139 million, or 53 percent) of
the American population." Population growth within five miles of Gulf and Atlantic
coastal areas has been three times as fast as that of the nation as a whole. According to
the 1994 Census Bureau estimate, as of 1984,77.1 million people (over 29.6 percent of
the Nation's population) lived in counties within 50 miles of hurricane-prone coastlines,
at densities much higher than the national average." Although not all people in these
counties share the same risk as residents close to the shore, flooding and tornadoes that
accompany major hurricanes can reach far inland.
40 Rutherford H. Platt "Evolution of Coastal Hazard Policies in the United States",
Coastal Management Vol. 22 (1994), p. 266.
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Few coastal residents understand the incredible destructive power of a hurricane.
Approximately three quarters of the 1985 population in counties facing the Atlantic or
Gulf coasts have moved there since the last major hurricane.42 The increasing congestion
is contributing to increased evacuation times for highly developed areas.
Threats to public safety occur as a result of high winds, storm surges and flooding that
accompany a severe storm. Hurricanes are the most severe type of coastal storm and
cause the most damage. A recent example is Hurricane Andrew. This hurricane made
landfall in Dade County, Florida on August 24, 1992. Andrew was the costliest natural
disaster in U.S. History with fifteen deaths directly caused by the storm, 175,000 people
left homeless, 25,000 homes completely destroyed and 100,000 darnaged.Y Disaster
costs were estimated at $20 billion in damages, $10 billion in cleanup, $15.5 billion in
insurance claims."
Recent hurricane damage has forced some insurance companies to take drastic
measures. Nationwide Insurance Company announced October 10, 1996 that it will no
longer issue new homeowner policies in shoreline counties in 17 States because of
increasing losses from hurricanes and other coastal storms." Nationwide's president
41 Http://www.census.gov/populationlwww/countpop.htmI
42Ibid.
43paul Fronstin and Alphonse G. Holtmann, "The determinants of the Residential
Damage Caused by Hurricane Andrew," Southern Economic Journal (October 1994): p.
387.
44 Ibid.
45 Pt=Ovidence Journal-Bulletin (Providence, R.I.), p. 1, October 11, 1994.
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expressed that the company had been limiting its growth in new policies in coastal
counties for some time, but the losses from Hurricane Fran in September of 1996
persuaded the company to take further action."
Hurricanes are tropical cyclones in which winds reach sustained velocities of at least
74 miles per hour, and blow in a large spiral around a calm center, known as the eye.
Winds move in a spiral around a tightening center of very low pressure, reaching
maximum speeds of up to 200 miles per hour about 20 to 30 miles from the edge of the
eye. The circulation is counter-clockwise in the northern hemisphere and clockwise in
the southern hemisphere. The eye at the center of the spiraling storm is an area of light
winds and clear or partly cloudy skies. The calm nature of the eye can be very deceptive
by luring people out of their shelters, only to be caught in the high winds that resume
from the opposite direction shortly after the eye moves on. Hurricanes are driven by heat
released by condensing water vapor over the warm ocean waters . Once a hurricane
makes landfall, it is cut off from its warm water source and encounters wind friction from
the land, causing the storm to subside.
Hurricane winds cause much damage, but drowning is the greatest cause of death.
Storm surges are often associated with hurricanes. A storm surge is a great dome of
water which may pile 25 feet over mean water level and may be 50 to 75 miles in
diameter at the storm center. 47 The surge can cause great flooding, beach erosion and
46 Ibid.
47National Weather Service, When a Hurricane Threatens: Safety Precautions
during the greatest Storm on Earth, (Washington, D.C., U.S.G.P.O., 1977), p. 5.
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significant structural damage. Torrential rains associated with the storm produce sudden
flooding which can also contribute to the threat of drowning.
The challenge in addressing coastal hazard mitigation as a policy issue today is in
finding a balance between coastal development and economic issues, versus the concerns
of hazard mitigation and public safety. Conflict arises when government intervention on
behalf of public safety affects the economic market. There are three types of coastal
storm impacts that call government attention into the coastal development process: threats
to public safety; costs to taxpayers for disaster relief and protection; and losses of
irreplaceable natural resources. All of these impacts could be reduced by enacting and
implementing effective public coastal storm hazard policies.
Modern storm hazard management can be considered a continuous learning cycle.
The basic concept can be represented as a four stage process centered on a disaster event
such as a severe storm or hurricane. Mitigation and preparedness are the two stages
considered before the storm event, and response and recovery are the two following the
event in the cycle." The stages of this process are not always separate and often are
overlapping.
Mitigation includes long-term actions to prevent, avoid, or reduce the impacts of a
hazard. Mitigation takes place both before a disaster strikes and during the recovery
48 Godschalk, 18.
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phase after a disaster. Its purpose is to reduce the vulnerability to injury of both people
and property.
Preparedness involves the short-term activities undertaken after a disaster warning has
been issued. Examples would be evacuation of high risk areas and making temporary
provisions to save lives and minimize property damage.
The response step would be short tenn emergency aid and assistance actions
immediately after the disaster. Actions such as search and rescue, supplies of food and
shelter and medical facilities, restoration of public facilities and clearance of debris are all
examples of response initiatives.
Recovery is the immediate support necessary to restore minimum operating
conditions and the longer-term actions required to return the impacted area to normal.
Recovery usually involves rebuilding but also provides opportunity for change and
improvement.
FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND AGENCIES
Federal policy on natural hazard mitigation is determined by a number of Federal
programs administered by different Federal agencies. Hurricane hazard mitigation
programs are primarily under the jurisdiction of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), the Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) and the National Weather Service
(NWS). All agencies work together, each with particular resources and interests. As the
issue of hazard mitigation broadens and overlaps other issues, other agencies such as the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the Department of the
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Interior may become involved. This paper focuses on programs and agencies that are
directly involved with hurricane hazard mitigation.
u.s. HURRICANE WARNING SYSTEM
The NWS (under NOAA) and the National Hurricane Tracking Center in Miami track
hurricanes from initial formation and serve as a primary source of information for storm
preparedness and evacuation. The weather service classifies warning notices into three
groups." Hurricane "advisories" are issued when a hurricane is within 300 miles of any
shore. These are directed mainly at boats and aircraft in the vicinity. Hurricane
"watches" indicate that a hurricane may make landfall, and that individuals should make
appropriate preparations and keep informed on the situation. Watches are issued no
earlier than 36 hours before expected landfall. A hurricane "warning" indicates that a
hurricane will likely make landfall and evacuation procedures should begin of low-lying
areas. Warnings are not issued earlier than 24 hours before expected landfall.
The NWS and the National Hurricane Center also maintain computer models to aid in
forecasting the wind and water surge effects of hurricanes. The first model, SPLASH
(Special Program to List the Amplitudes of Surge from Hurricanes) can only be used for
modeling hurricane effects along smooth and relatively unbroken coastlines. This
model's successor SLOSH, (Sea, Lake and Overland Surge from Hurricanes) is designed
to take into consideration physical variations on the coastline such as bays and inlets.
49National Weather Service , "When a Hurricane Threatens: Safety Precautions
During the Greatest Storm on Earth," (Washington, D.C., U.S.G.P.O., 1977), p. 6.
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u.s. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has historically been very active in the planning
and funding of projects designed to structurally reinforce the coastline against hurricanes
and storms . Two main approaches for protection against hurricanes are shoreline
stabilization and beach nourishment. Such approaches seek to stabilize moving beaches
by holding back erosion. In the short term, structural methods can be effective in
protecting selected areas and man-made structures, but ultimately resulting in narrowing
and the destruction of the beach. Beach nourishment is also often a temporary solution
that requires periodic maintenance. These construction methods used by the Corps will
be discussed in the mitigation section that follows.
All of the structural methods employed by the ACE can be very effective short term
shoreline protection. However, every method is costly and may eventually result in
greater damage to the shoreline environment or require constant maintenance. It is
important to note that these methods are only necessary because development has taken
place in a naturally hazardous area.
It should be the goal of harbor management plans to mitigate natural hazards by using
a comprehensive planning approach. Structural methods should be a secondary means of
coastal fortification, considered after less costly and naturally disruptive approaches.
Harbor management plans should contain comprehensive plans to guide development
away from inevitable coastal hazards to reduce damage and repetitive rebuilding costs.
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was created in 1979,
designated as the primary Federal agency concerned with emergency and disaster
preparedness, mitigation and recovery. FEMA has been given the responsibility of
coordinating emergency and disaster-related activities of other Federal agencies and
handling emergency related affairs with State and local governments . In addition, FEMA
controls a number of Federal grant programs relating to hurricane hazard planning and
recovery.
The most significant effort for hurricane planning on the Federal level is the
Hurricane Preparedness Planning Program, which was authorized by the Disaster Relief
Act of 1974.50 Grants are made by FEMA to State agencies for the development of
emergency preparedness plans, with the State agencies given the main responsibility for
managing the funds and coordinating State and local functions for emergency
preparedness. The development of these plans usually requires a vulnerability assessment
and then development of specific plans for evacuation, response, recovery and mitigation.
Hurricane Preparedness Studies are made up of two parts: (1) Population
Preparedness Projects which are aimed at preparing hurricane evacuation plans based on
analyses of the vulnerability of the population at risk from hurricanes, and (2) Property
Protection Projects, which prepare hurricane recovery and mitigation plans based on the
50 Ibid., 100.
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property at risk from hurricanes.I' Often the Army Corps of Engineers is the project
management agency for Hurricane Preparedness Studies and assistance is provided by the
National Weather Service's SLOSH computer model to determine the vulnerability of an
area.
Another FEMA program is the National Flood Insurance Program (NAP), created by
National Flood Insurance Act (NFIA) of 1968. The plan provides otherwise unobtainable
flood insurance for structures in flood-prone areas. In return, local communities enforce
floodplain management regulations to reduce flood losses. Local regulations are intended
to discourage and control development of land in flood-prone areas by guiding
construction away from the flood hazard areas. However, NAP has been criticized for
actually encouraging development in hazardous areas by providing insurance for
structures in these areas .
NAP originally applied only to flood-prone areas, however, in 1973 NFIA was
amended to cover flood-related erosion hazards by the implementation of the Flood
Disaster Protection Act. This 1976 amendment lead to the addition of regulations to
NAP which contained definitions of special flood related erosion areas to be labeled E-
zones on flood hazard maps. Also, all communities participating in the NFIP must
consider flood-related erosion in land management and use. This form of erosion zoning
is limited because it relates only to flood-related erosion, and does not take into account
gradual erosion unrelated to flood events. Nevertheless, this legislation did provide the
groundwork for communities to start planning for erosion hazards. If a community has
51 IbId.
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recognized that there is an erosion problem in its area but has not established E-zones,
each development proposal is required to evaluate the safety of the project from flood-
related erosion on a case by case basis.
Another responsibility of FEMA is post-hurricane disaster assistance. The guiding
legislation for this work is the Disaster Relief Act of 1974. It specifies a number of
different recovery programs. This act established FEMA as the primary agency
responsible for coordinating Federal response to emergencies and disasters. Federal
assistance does not become available until the President declares an "emergency" or a
"major disaster." An "emergency" is declared when Federal assistance is deemed
necessary to supplement the efforts of State and local agencies to minimize property
damage and loss of life.
When a State Governor requests that the President declare an area a disaster,
estimates of the type and extent of the damages incurred and the extent of financial
assistance required must be submitted. The request is first reviewed by the regional
FEMA director, who makes a recommendation to the director of FEMA, who in turn
makes his recommendation to the President. Once a declaration is made, a Federal State
Disaster Assistance Agreement is signed by the Governor and the regional FEMA
director specifying the extent and use of Federal assistance funds. A Federal coordinating
officer, usually the regional FEMA director, is then designated to oversee and coordinate
the distribution of Federal assistance.Y
52 Beatley, 85.
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According to Section 406 of the Disaster Assistance Act, areas receiving Federal
disaster assistance are required to make efforts to mitigate future storm damages. The
FEMA regional director often includes a mitigation stipulation in the Federal-State
Disaster Assistance Agreement to be sure that recipients of aid make provisions to reduce
future hazards. As part of these stipulations, FEMA usually requires the preparation of a
Hazard Mitigation Plan for the particular disaster area which identifies the nature of the
hazards, potential mitigation opportunities, and specific measures to achieve these
opportunities. This plan, which is usually prepared by the State , is to be completed no
later than 180 days after the issuance of the presidential declaration.
An additional mechanism to promote mitigation during reconstruction is the
Interagency Regional Hazard Mitigation Team. An interagency hazard mitigation team is
established following a natural disaster to coordinate relevant Federal programs and post-
disaster assistance and to ensure that such actions reduce the losses from future disasters.
Representatives from each agency are appointed to serve on the mitigation team, one for
each FEMA region. Relevant State and local agency representatives are also included on
the team. After a disaster, the interagency team: conducts site visits to assess the extent
and nature of disaster damages, identifies mitigation opportunities, and develops specific
recommendations for mitigation actions . The team prepares a hazard mitigation report
within 15 days following the presidential declaration and the lead agency must prepare a
progress report within 90 days after the issuance of the initial report.
The findings of the interagency hazard mitigation team should be used to update and
improve the natural hazard section of municipal harbor management plans . Hazard
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mitigation procedures in HMPs should be evaluated by the harbormaster and proper local
authorities following any major natural hazard to determine if changes are needed. An
exchange of information between local authorities and Federal officials would be
mutually beneficial for improving natural hazard preparedness.
THE COASTAL BARRIER RESOURCES ACT
The Coastal Barrier Resources Act (CBRA or CoBRA) was enacted in 1982 in an
attempt by Congress to limit Federal subsides and incentives for private development on
hazardous barrier islands. The Act states that barrier islands "serve as natural storm
protective buffers and are generally unsuitable for development because they are
vulnerable to hurricane and other storm damage and because natural shoreline recession
and the movement of unstable sediments undermine manmade structures.t'v'
The law designated 186 "undeveloped" parts of barrier islands along the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts as part of the Barrier Island Resource System. Any Federal expenditures
which directly or indirectly assist in private development is prohibited. These restrictions
include roads and bridge construction, community development, and disaster relief.
Certain activities may be exempted from the restrictions after approval by the Secretary of
the Interior. Examples of projects that may qualify for exemption are: energy resource
development, maintenance of channel improvements and essential public facilities, and
expenditures for national defense purposes. 54 Under this law, FEMA is limited in
53 P.L. 97-348, p. 1653 U.S. Statutes at Large.
54 Godschalk, 122.
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supplying disaster relief but exceptions can be made for activities very similar to those
accepted by the Secretary of the Interior.
Harbor management plans should also discourage development on barrier islands
within their jurisdiction. Controlling development on barrier must be addressed in local
management plans not only to be consistent with Federal policy, but also because local
governments possess considerable authority in coastal zone development.
EXECUTIVE ORDERS OF THE PRESIDENT
The Floodplain Management Executive Order (No. 11988) was signed by President
Carter in 1977. It mandates the consideration by all Federal agencies of actions which
would encourage development in floodplains . It specifically directs them to refrain from
financing or permitting development in these hazard areas unless no "practicable"
alternative exists . If development takes place in the floodplain, agencies are required to
ensure that these projects are carried out in such a way that flood damages are minimal
and natural floodplain values are restored or preserved.
Executive Order 11990, also signed in 1977, instructs Federal agencies to provide the
same amount of protection for wetlands. Wetlands are not to be destroyed unless no
other practical alternative exists; and where construction is unavoidable, agencies must
ensure that damages to wetlands are minimized.
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NATIONAL MITIGATION APPROACHES
Early efforts to combat storm forces consisted of seawall and dike construction. An
example is the ten mile long, 15 foot high seawall constructed in Galveston, Texas after
the 1900 hurricane which killed 6000 people.f This approach was followed by flood
proofing and windproofing buildings in hazardous areas, development of warning
systems, local evacuation plans and the creation of affordable property insurance.
Attempts were even made to reduce the wind speed of a hurricane by seeding the storm
with silver iodide .56
Today, coastal managers are attempting hazard mitigation as part of a comprehensive
planning approach. In this way, all aspects of coastal development within hazard areas
are considered in an effort to reduce the exposure of people and property to these risks.
Hazard mitigation is only one aspect of comprehensive community development which
seeks efficient, equitable and environmentally sound land uses. Methods in use today can
be divided into four categories: structural coastal modification, building reinforcement,
evacuation, and development management. These methods are employed both as pre-
storm and post-storm measures.
55 U.S. National Weather Service, "Storm Surge and Hurricane Safety,"
(Washington, D.C., Dept. of Commerce, NOAA, National Weather Service: U.S.G.P.O.,
1976). p. 4.
56 U.S. National Weather Service, "When a Hurricane Threatens: Safety
precautions During the Greatest Storm on Earth," (Washington, D.C., U.S.G.P.O., 1977),
p.2.
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STRUCTURAL COASTAL MODIFICATION
Methods such as sand-trapping structures are designed to protect and maintain
beaches and dunes which naturally absorb storm impact and energy. These structures
accumulate sand by blocking the flow along the beach. Groins are structures that extend
perpendicularly into to water from the shore, usually constructed of concrete, timber or
riprap. Groins accumulate sand on the updrift side but block lateral deposition on the
downdrift side. Jetties are similar structures in that they usually extend from the shore at
a right angle into the water, but they are often longer than groins and are usually
constructed in pairs to prevent shoaling in coastal inlets.
Structural methods such as seawalls and bulkheads are designed to protect buildings
and property from floods waves . Unlike groins and jetties, these structures are constructed
parallel to the shoreline and are not designed to trap moving sand. Seawalls are vertical
walls embedded in the earth to absorb wave energy, typically constructed from concrete
sheetpile with a curved face. Bulkheads are smaller vertical walls used to protect
headland areas, inlet channels, and a host of other man-made facilities such as piers,
wharves, quays, etc.
Beach nourishment programs transport large amounts of sand to an area experiencing
high rates of erosion. Actual movement of the sand is done by pumps, dredges and
sometimes trucks. This redistribution method is intended to correct for sand budget
imbalances along the beach. In this way existing beach and dune profiles can be
preserved and help absorb storm energy. However, large scale beach nourishment is very
expensive and may require periodic replenishment to maintain original shoreline profiles
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and levels. Sandscraping is a less expensrve, but an even more temporary method.
Sandscraping may be used to reinforce a beach structure such as a seawall by filling-in
behind the wall and bulkheads using bulldozers and heavy machinery.
Another method that may be used by the Corps of Engineers is flood control works to
reduce the damaging effects of river and stream flooding . Examples of flood control
projects are retaining ponds to hold excess storm water, dikes and levees, which are
elevated earthen works used to protect against rising floodwaters, and flood channels,
which funnel and divert floodwaters away from developed areas.
In addition to existing Federal, State and local review processes, any structural
methods proposed for coastal hazard mitigation should be examined with respect to the
local harbor management plan. Structural projects rarely offer a long-term solution to
coastal hazards. The effects of the project on the immediate area which it is protecting
and the surrounding coastal features must be studied. It must be determined if the
structure and its comprehensive effects will be consistent with the municipality's vision
of its shoreline.
BUILDING REINFORCEMENT
Building and facility strengthening efforts attempt to reinforce structures in hazard
prone areas. This applies to both new structures as well as to buildings rebuilt as a result
of major storm damage. Building standards have been written in coastal flood prone
areas to ensure the safety of such structures in the event of a natural catastrophe.
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The use of setbacks as has been discussed previously as a highly effective hazard
mitigation tool for new development along the shore in some States. However, building
reinforcement is necessary for structures that have already been placed in harm's way.
Structural reinforcement can be integrated into the natural hazard mitigation portion of an
HMP for buildings and infrastructure already existing in flood zones. Although it is not
recommended or allowed in the States mentioned earlier, some communities may choose
to implement building reinforcement instead of setback requirements in their HMPs in
order to permit construction closer to the water on valuable real estate.
In accordance with the NFIA, communities with areas subject to flooding must
regulate new construction in flood hazard areas. Buildings subject to these regulations
are those that are located in the 1DO-year flood zone. In V-zones , new construction and
substantial improvements to existing residential structures must be elevated on pilings or
columns so that the bottom of the lowest inhabited floor is at or above the base flood
elevation, the building must be securely fastened to the pilings or columns, and the space
below the lowest inhabited floor must be free of obstructions or enclosed with breakaway
walls designed to collapse under wind and water load without damaging the elevated
building or foundation. In A-zones the lowest floor must be elevated to or above the base
flood elevation on pilings, columns, fill, or raised foundations."
The infrastructure supporting the buildings in flood prone areas can also be
strengthened to better resist storm forces. Examples of facilities that can be fortified are:
57 Federal Emergency Management Agency, Coastal Construction Manual,
(Washington D.C.: u.s.o.r.o., 1986), Vol. 1, P. 55.
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wastewater collection, gasoline and diesel oil storage, water distribution, electric lines,
telephone lines and roads . Sewer and water lines and support equipment can be
floodproofed, while electric and phone lines can be placed underground for better
protection against wind and falling trees. Roads can be elevated, which may involve
moving to a location farther inland.
There are some possible disadvantages to structure strengthening programs.
Floodplain building standards are sometimes opposed because they may increase the
construction cost of the building. Building standards may also act as a deterrent to
development if one municipality enforces building codes, while a neighboring town may
not, which would allow lower building costs. It can also be argued that while increased
construction costs due to NFIP requirements may serve as a disincentive, the availability
of subsidized flood insurance through the NFIP may provide incentive for coastal
construction.
EVACUATION
A traditional hazard mitigation method is evacuation. The National Hurricane Center
tracks hurricanes and severe storms and issues warnings which are used by local and State
officials to initiate evacuation in threatened coastal areas. The most common form of
evacuation is to move people to higher ground and away from the path of the storm .
Many coastal communities have developed and implemented hurricane evacuation
plans. Evacuation plans typically involve behavioral analyses which estimate the
proportion ef the population expected to leave, the routes they will most likely use, the
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number and types of vehicles they will use and the capacity and characteristics of the road
system in place. This data is obtained through a survey of coastal residents . An analysis
of hurricane shelters and destinations is also part of the evacuation study. The evacuation
plan permits public officials to issue evacuation notices in sufficient time, to direct and
control traffic, and to allocate personnel and resources in the most efficient manner.
An important element of an evacuation plan is the time required for complete
evacuation, known as the evacuation time. There are two major elements to horizontal
hurricane evacuation: (1) clearance time, which is made up of "mobilization time" needed
by households to prepare to evacuate, the "travel time" they need to escape to the hazard
area, and the "queuing delay time" that occurs when traffic is slowed by the limited
capacity of the road system, and (2) prelandfall hazards time, which is made up of the
"surge roadway inundation time" , before the hurricane eye landfall when evacuation
routes are inundated by storm surge , and the "arrival of gale force winds time," before
landfall when high winds would prevent safe evacuation." Figure 3 is a graphical
representation constructed to help better understand the evacuation time analysis.
Evacuation Order Landfall Time
Clearance Time Mobilization Time
Traveltime
ueuin time
Prelandfall Hazards Time Surge Roadway Inundation time
Gale Force Winds time
Figure 2. Hurricane Evacuation Times
58 Ll.S. National Weather Service, "Storm Surge and Hurricane Safety," p.3.
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An excellent example of the need to coordinate horizontal evacuation with harbor
management is the closures of the Miami River bridges during preparations for hurricane
Andrew in Dade County Florida, August, 1992. When the Dade County Office of
Emergency Management issued the order to evacuate low lying areas , Miami River
bridges were locked down to allow cars to cross.59 The closure of the drawbridges
seemed premature to many boaters who believed the bridges would be closed once wind
speeds had reached a certain velocity.i" However, windspeeds were only two knots, and
boaters who were seeking refuge up the river were unable to pass. A lack of coordination
and planning forced many boaters to find less sheltered waters to ride out the hurricane.
In heavily populated coastal communities, complete evacuation is not feasible by
traditional horizontal methods. An alternative to horizontal evacuation is "vertical
refuge" or "vertical evacuation". Vertical refuge is the emergency relocation of people
who are unable to evacuate from high-hazard areas threatened by hurricanes to
structurally reinforced multistory buildings as a last resort prior to storm landfall.
Vertical shelters have the advantage of reducing the exposure of individuals to the
dangers of the storm by possibly cutting down travel time from one's home to a nearby
shelter.
Evacuation as a hazard mitigation tool has proven effective in saving lives from
hurricanes, yet evacuation alone is not the most efficient solution for high-hazard areas.
59 Maria L. Villanueva and Donald W. Pybas, ed. Recommendations for Hurricane
Preparations and responses for Boating Communities and Industries. (Gainesville,
Florida: University of Florida Sea Grant College Program, 1994), p. 56.
60 IbId . p. 41.
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Reliance on evacuation can be problematic for a number of reasons. The National
Hurricane Center can provide only 12 hours of accurate warning time before hurricane
landfall. This time is far less than the amount required to evacuate heavily populated and
growing coastal regions. In addition, evacuation can be very costly, both in terms of
personnel and public expense and the disruption it causes to people's lives. There is also
the risk that the evacuation process may leave more people exposed if once they have left
their homes, they are stuck in traffic on their way to safe havens.
One solution to the problem of long evacuation times is to initiate the evacuation
process further in advance of the projected landfall. However, this practice increases the
chances of a false alarm which may decrease the public's confidence in emergency
officials and reduce the number of people who will comply the next time an evacuation
order is issued.
Vertical evacuation can help alleviate some of the problems associated with
horizontal evacuation by making use of existing buildings that have been designed to
withstand hurricane forces and may need only minor modifications, if any at all, to
accommodate evacuees. Consequently, vertical evacuation can help reduce costs and
risks associated with horizontal evacuation.
Unfortunately, there are some drawbacks to this method. First, lack of adequate
hurricane resistant buildings in congested coastal communities to accommodate an
adequate amount of evacuees. A second concern is the ability of the structure to
withstand a hurricane. Liability of the refuge building owner in the event of a building
-
failure is an additional issue.
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DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
Many State and local governments have adopted specific policies for managing urban
development. The purpose of managing development is to guide the quality of land use
and growth to achieve public interest objectives. Policies are implemented through plans,
police power regulations, taxation, public spending and land acquisition programs among
others. Some States and local governments have produced specific hazard mitigat ion
policies to reduce injuries and property damage from natural hazards.
Initially, early hazard mitigation policies were developed to anticipate single types
of hazards, such as hurricanes or earthquakes. But as hazard mitigation plans have
developed, many have become more general in scope in an effort to address a wider array
of natural hazards . Both development management and hazard mitigation policies use the
same types of implementation tools to reach their goals. These include land use plans,
zoning ordinances, land acquisition etc. Under the CZMA of 1972, State coastal zone
management programs provide an opportunity to combine coastal hazard mitigation and
growth management. This may increase the feasibility and reduce the political opposition
to hazard mitigation by linking it to Federally supported coastal management and already
accepted land management policies.
FEMA contributes to coastal development management on the national level through
the promulgation of zoning regulations. Within the previously discussed E-zones,
preventive measures are encouraged such as setback lines, relocating structures directly in
the path of flood-related erosion, and community acquisition of erosion hazard areas for
public use. " In this way, communities are encouraged to direct future development away
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from erosion problem areas and reserve erosion-prone areas as open space.
Unfortunately, the setback lines contained within the E-zones have not yet been enforced
nationally by FEMA.
There are two basic flood zones that are defined within the NFIP, A-zones and V-
zones. A-zones are areas subject to the "base flood" hazard. The "base flood" hazard is a
flood that has a one percent chance of being equaled or exceeded within a 100 year
period, also known as the 100 year flood. V-zones, also known as "coastal high-velocity
zones", are areas along open coasts subject to high wave action and coastal erosion during
severe storms, hurricanes and tsunamis. V-zones are usually located seaward of A-zones
and are areas estimated to expect at least 3 foot breaking waves above the still level flood
waters during a hundred year storm. Long term erosion is not considered when
determining V-zones , only severe wave action.
For development in V-zones, special building requirements are imposed. Residential
structures must be elevated on pilings or columns rather than elevating by using land fill.
New mobile homes are not permitted in V-zones. 6 1 New construction must not disturb
existing dunes or mangroves if doing so will increase danger of flooding, and all
structures must be build landward of mean high tide.62 No Federal loans or grants are
permitted in designated flood hazard areas without flood insurance. In addition, disaster
assistance for non-emergency recovery in the A-zone is generally not available to
localities not participating in the NFIP.
61 Beatley, 72.
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Section 1362 of the National Flood Insurance Act is known as the Flooded Property
Purchase Program. This program allows the Federal Insurance Administration (FIA),
which is part of FEMA, to purchase structures insured under NFIP and which have been
seriously damaged by storm flooding. The objectives of this program are:63
1. To reduce future flood insurance and disaster assistance costs by removing
repetitively and/or substantially damaged structures from flood risk areas;
2. To provide an opportunity for owners of repetitively and substantially
damaged structures to be permanently removed from flood risk areas, and
to reduce risk to life from flooding; and
3. To complement Federal, State and local efforts to restore flood plain
values , protect the environment and provide recreational and open space
resources.
These structures would then be moved or destroyed and the remaining open space
land deeded to the State or local jurisdiction. The general objective of this program is to
stop the destruction-reconstruction cycle that exists in areas prone to frequent storm
hazards and to thus reduce the number of NFIP claims in such areas .
Development management is a fundamental goal of hazard mitigation planning in
HMPs. In addition to risk assessment, storm preparedness and response and recovery, an
effective hazard mitigation plan integrates municipal development management as part of
a comprehensive natural hazard mitigation plan. By developing a policy mechanism in
which hazard mitigation influences development planning, the redundancy of storm
damage to coastal structures can be reduced.
62 Ibid., 73.
63 44-CFR 77.2
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One method to link harbor hazard mitigation with coastal planning is link the
HMP with a municipality's Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP). In the State of
Rhode Island, every town is required to develop a CLUP by the State Department of
Administration, Division of Planning. The CLUP must contain seven sections addressing
the following issues: housing, transportation, land use, natural and cultural resources,
open spaces and recreation, economic development, and community facilities. 64
Similarly, the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council strongly urges every
coastal town in Rhode Island to develop a harbor management plan. Originally, the
CRMC requested that the State Division of Planning include HMPs as a component of
comprehensive land use plans, but the request was denied.i" However, the CRMC does
recommend that towns write their HMPs to work in conjunction with the CLUP and
function as a component of the CLUP.
A harbor management plan can be a more effective device for hazard mitigation
planning if merged with a CLUP. By making the HMP a section of the overall plan for
the municipality, the HMP should receive more attention and credibility. Being part of
the comprehensive plan, the HMP will be viewed as an important part of managing the
town, rather than another piecemeal management device. In addition, having one plan
should also reduce confusion, which may increase compliance.
64 Office of Planning, Zoning and Development, City of Newport,
"Comprehensive Land Use Plan," Newport, R.I., 1995.
65 Personal Communication, Jeffrey Willis, Rhode Island Coastal Resources
Management Council, October 22, 1996.
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This section of the paper has discussed the various methods used in the United
States for natural hazard mitigation. Each method has advantages and disadvantages for
mitigating coastal hazards. A structural engineering approach may be appropriate for one
circumstance, while development management may be the best answer in another.
Hazard mitigation and coastal management do not simply call for simply one approach,
but requires a balance of these techniques and the knowledge to best allocate all available
resources and methods to be used in a comprehensive management plan.
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NATURAL HAZARD MITIGATION REQUIRED IN
MUNICIPAL HARBOR l\tIANAGEMENT PLANS
Most forms of land use planning and development management take place on the
local municipal government level. The methods that have been discussed in the previous
section focused on issues of hazard mitigation as pertaining to land use and resource
management on the nationalleveI. There is another form of comprehensive management
planning known as harbor management planning that must be considered when
developing natural hazard mitigation policy.
A Harbor Management Plan (HMP) is a comprehensive plan for smaller,
recreational harbors and waterways that is developed on the local level and takes into
consideration all resources relating to and dependent upon the harbor. Traditionally,
HMPs have not addressed natural hazard mitigation. The issue was overlooked because
more pressing issues such as water quality, public access and mooring management
required attention. However, issues such as mooring management and harborside
development must be addressed simultaneously with storm preparedness and mitigation.
The following sections describe why hazard mitigation should be integrated into
municipal harbor management plans . First, a brief explanation on the origin of the
municipal harbor management plan, leading to what a harbor management plan is and
how one should be developed. This is followed by a study of the devastating effects of
hurricane Andrew in Dade County, Florida and what management strategies may be
learned from that event. Finally, the benefits of incorporating hazard mitigation and
hurricane preparedness into a comprehensive harbor management plan is discussed.
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ORIGIN OF THE HARBOR MANAGEMENT PLAN
The impetus for harbor management planning stems from harbor user conflicts
that were recognized in the early 1980s in the town of Milford, Connecticut.
Encroachments into the Federal navigation channel prompted the Army Corps of
Engineers to work together with the town to develop a method to mitigate the use
conflict.66 These actions quickly lead the State of Connecticut to pass legislation for the
development of harbor management plans.
Milford Harbor is located midway between the larger cities of Bridgeport and
New Haven. The harbor contains a Federal navigation channel that requires maintenance
dredging by the ACE. The major conflict that brought attention to the need for a harbor
management plan was the encroachment of permitted and unpermitted private and
commercial docks, pilings and vessels on the Federal Navigation Project that was
prohibiting dredging.
A harbor commission existed as the local governing body for the harbor, and State
and Federal regulatory control had historically been administered in a piecemeal fashion.
Some of the encroachments into the Federal channel had actually been approved by the
ACE. The need to resolve this and other issues in the harbor, such as space for transient
anchorage, had been known for some time. It was only after the ACE indicated that
maintenance dredging would be suspended until the encroachment issue was resolved that
a sense of urgency materialized. The ACE met with the Waterfront Commission and
66 Richard Roach and LTC Edward D. Hammond. "Harbor Management: A
Cooperative-Effort in Connecticut." Proceedings: "Coastal Zone '85," p. 253.
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local waterfront interests in 1983 in an effort to solve the problem. What resulted was a
local waterfront plan to be managed by the waterfront commission. Milford resolved its
encroachment problems by means of a "compensation plan." The city proposed to
compensate for encroachments into public navigation projects by dredging new areas for
public use, and paying for a slight diversion in the Federal channel.
While this plan was developing, the harbor of Norwalk, Connecticut was trying to
resolve similar problems. While the ACE met with city officials, State Senator George
"Doc" Gunther, who represented the area and has a great interest in marine affairs, joined
the meetings.f" As Senator Gunther began to understand the issues and their applicability
to all harbors, he took the initiative to introduce legislation for the development of harbor
management plans in Connecticut.
In the Spring of 1984, the Connecticut Legislature passed Public Act No. 84-247,
"An Act Concerning Harbor Management", which became effective in October of that
year.68 The legislation, believed to be the first of its kind, provided the State enabling
authority and conditions for the establishment and preparation of harbor management
plans.
A primary goal of the legislation was to promote equitable use of harbor waters by
improving coordination among Federal, State and local authorities. For this purpose, the
67 Ibid., p.255.
68 Daniel B. Rothenberg, "Harbor Management: The Impetus for Action and
Connecticut's Response," TCS Bulletin, Vol. 9, No.4, 1986, p. 2.
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Act provides for a transfer of the "burden of proof" from the local to the State leve1.69
Before harbor management plans, local officials and residents were required to present
their objections to applications for perrnits through the public notice and hearing process
on a case by case basis. An approved harbor management plan, however, transfers the
burden of proof to the regulatory agency. To issue a permit inconsistent with an HMP, an
agency is required to formally justify its actions.
Once Public Act 84-247 was passed , other Connecticut harbors began developing
their HMPs. Of 36 eligible coastal communities, 13 have plans with State approval, one
is pending approval and seven more are in the planning stages today." Coastal
management agencies in the neighboring States of Rhode Island and Massachusetts soon
followed the example set by Connecticut and developed guidelines to aid municipalities
in creating harbor management plans.
DESCRIPTION OF A HARBOR MANAGEMENT PLAN
As coastal communities In the United States continue to grow, pressure on the
resources along the shore increase. Conflicting user groups, development planning and
public access are a few of the issues confronting local town planners and administrators
more and more frequently. Many communities are realizing the need to develop a
comprehensive plan for town coastal water uses.
69 Ibid.
70 Personal Communication, Mary Beth G. Hart, Connecticut Department of
Environmental Protection, Coastal Management Program, October 15, 1996.
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Comprehensive planning is an effective method for anticipating future demands and
opportunities in harbor areas. By developing a harbor management plan, a community
determines the course of development impacting the harbor area, controls the
preservation of natural resources and balances the priorities between traditional water-
dependent uses and water-enhanced uses.
A comprehensive harbor plan should include sections on the community's goals,
objectives and policies for guiding the public and private uses of the harbor. Further, the
plan should include an implementation program outlining strategies for achieving and
enforcing the goals and policies developed by the harbor planning commission or
committee. All major harbor and shoreside issues should be addressed in the plan, so that
conflicting and overlapping uses can be considered simultaneously. Harbor management
plans discussed in this paper address only the needs of small, recreational harbors . The
demands of larger ports are not within the scope of this paper.
The definition of municipal harbor management can be misleading. It is not restricted
to municipalities with an enclosed harbor. Local harbor management planning pertains to
developing a management plan for a town's coastal zone. Any coastal town can develop
a Harbor Management Plan (HMP) to manage its coastal resources.
Some States, such has Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut and
Maine provide assistance to municipalities in developing their HMP through the State 's
Coastal Zone Management Program. States that do aid in the development of HMPs
often do so by providing technical assistance, staff, guidelines and models developed by
-
the relevant State agency.
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In reviewing various State guidelines and models for HMPs, there are some essential
steps in the development process common to the plans studied. The following is a list of
planning steps necessary for the development of a successful harbor management plan.
The steps are taken from various State planning guides and are listed in order of plan
development:71
• Establish planning group/commission
• Develop community participation
• History of harbor development
• Define physical boundaries and commission jurisdiction
• Identify relevant authorities with jurisdiction
• Inventory harbor resources/uses
• Identify issues
• Establish goals and objectives
• Develop policies
• Draft action plan
• Hold public hearings
• Final draft of plan and distribution
• Develop ordinance
71 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management,
Harbor Planning Program, "Harbor Planning Guidelines," Boston, MA: Harbor Planning
Program, 1994, p. 5-20.
Connecticut Coastal Management Program, "Model Municipal Harbor
Management Plan," Hartford, CT: Coastal Management Program, April, 1985, p. 19-24.
Maine Coastal Program and the Maine State Planning Office, "The Right Tack:
Charting your Harbor's Future," Maine Coastal Program, July 1995, p. 9-12.
Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council, "Guidelines for the
Development of Municipal Harbor Management Plans," Rhode Island Coastal Resources
Management Council, November, 1988, Section 220.0.
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• Implement plan
Establishing a Harbor Planning Group/Commission
When choosing members of the harbor planning group, a town should consider the
current uses and interests of the harbor as well as anticipated future interests and
development. Typical interests to be represented would be commercial and recreational
fishers, marina operators, environmental groups, recreational boaters, waterfront
businesses and business groups. It would be helpful to draw from other existing
commissions and offices of the town such as Planning, Zoning, Water Board,
Harbormaster, Public Works and Emergency Planning. State agency personnel from
coastal zone management offices , environmental management, parks and/or recreation
departments would provide valuable information and guidance to conform with State
regulations.
Develop Community Participation
One of the first functions of the harbor planning commission should be to develop a
community participation program. The purpose of such a program would be to ensure
that the public is involved at various steps in the development of the plan . A community
can take two different approaches at this point. A planning committee may be established
first , which would soon after hold a public meeting to discuss issues and address
problems related to the harbor. Another approach is for the community to call a public
meeting first to discuss the forming of a harbor planning commission, asking for
volunteers to serve at that time, and discuss topics such as the commission's purpose,
jurisdiction and authority.
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History of Harbor Development
It is necessary to have knowledge of the harbor's historical development to aid in
planning future development. Knowledge of what activities have been traditionally
promoted or discouraged will help in developing goals for the future management of the
harbor. A brief historical summary of the overall uses of the harbor would be
appropriate.
Define Harbor Boundaries and Commission Jurisdiction
The planning group should define specific physical boundaries of its responsibility in
the harbor and waterfront area. In forming this definition, the commission must consider
functional uses. Functional boundaries would be based on defining activities that are
water dependent or affect public or commercial use of the town's waterways. The
landward boundary should extend to include any shoreside resources impacting the
harbor such as marina facilities, commercial wharves, public parks and boat ramps. The
seaward boundary should coincide with an existing harbor commissioner's line or other
State or Federal jurisdictional boundary line. Where an existing boundary line is lacking,
some States define a seaward boundary a specific distance from shore. For example, the
New York Department of State provides municipalities with the authority to regulate
certain vessel uses upon municipal waters to a distance 1500 feet from shore. 72
In most cases, the Harbor Commission must report to the municipality's governing
body and submit the HMP for approval. An example is Newport, Rhode Island, where
72State of New York, Department of State, "Guidelines for the Preparation of
Harbor Management Plans," 1993, p. 8.
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the Waterfront Commission is developing the harbor management plan, and will submit a
final draft to the City Council for approval. In Newport. the Waterfront Commission is
constructing the HMP to be consistent with the City's Comprehensive Land Use Plan
(CLUP). The intent is to eventually make the harbor management plan part of the CLUP.
Identify Relevant Authorities with Jurisdiction
In developing a comprehensive plan involving many user groups and resources, all
other groups with authority must be identified. Most authoritative groups will be
consulted in the construction of the HMP and their authoritative boundaries will have to
be recognized. Examples are State and Federal agencies. zoning boards. parks and
fishing departments etc. Listing and identifying the jurisdiction of authorities sharing the
harbor area will facilitate future development plans by making it clear who will be
impacted and who should be contacted for planned projects.
Inventory Harbor Resources and Uses
An inventory of the harbor resources and uses will help the planning group in
identifying goals and issues and to develop ways to achieve their goals. The data can be
stored in the form of lists, maps and computer databases. This is an ongoing process in
the HMP requiring frequent updating .
The harbor inventory can be divided into several categories serving different
purposes. Data should be collected on waterfront structures. natural areas. emergency
resources. mooring and boat locations, water quality, navigation aids and more. In Rhode
Island. towns such as: Jamestown. Newport. New Shoreham, North Kingston and
Warwick. have computerized databases to manage mooring allocation. Identifying all
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items impacting the harbor could be an immense task and judgment should be used in
determining what is relevant and necessary.
Identify Issues
The harbor management commission should identify all significant harbor related
issues, problems and needs that should be addressed in an HMP. Two methods used for
identifying issues are holding public meetings and administering public surveys .
Examples of issues are: water-dependent use conflicts, recreational facilities, obstructions
of navigational channels, public access, water quality, aesthetic value etc. One of the
most controversial issues relates to allocation of mooring among town residents, non-
residents and transient boaters. Once all of the issues are identified, they should be
prioritized to facilitate the development of goals and objectives.
Establish Goals and Objectives
Now that issues have been identified, goals and objectives should be developed for
the use, development and preservation of the harbor by addressing the issues. Goals are
general Statements that should reflect the vision a community has for its harbor.
Communities should consider broad issues such as how they envision their harbor to
appear in the future, what is the maximum level of use the harbor will be allowed to
sustain, what kinds of uses and users are desired in the harbor". Once the goals are
determined, specific objectives should be developed as means to accomplish the more
general goals.
73 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management,
Harbor Planning Program, "Harbor Planning Guidelines," Boston, MA: Harbor Planning
Program, 1994, p. 18.
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Develop Policies
The previously determined goals and objectives should be used for guidance in
creating specific policies for harbor management. Policies are specific Statements that
guide harbor managers in making decisions. The specific policies help form a foundation
for development of even more specific town ordinances used for enforcement.
Draft Action Plan
Once the policies and actions are agreed upon, the planning group must oversee
drafting of the entire plan. Often the town planner or a hired consultant will present a
draft representative of the planning group's decisions. The draft should contain
previously mentioned elements such as: a community participation plan, reference to the
inventory of the harbor resources, a map of the harbor boundary, identified issues , goals
and objectives and policy development.
Hold Public Hearings
Once a draft of the plan is complete, copies should be distributed for public comment.
The community participation plan should encourage public input at this point and
organize public meetings and workshops. Feedback from participants should be analyzed
and used to improve the working draft. This may be an iterative process with multiple
meetings.
Final Draft of Plan and Distribution
A final draft should be completed after all public comment has been considered and
addressed. Compliance with a plan is often increased if those who are affected have a say
in the development of the plan. The plan should be distributed to all interested parties
including the City Council, Planning Board and State agencies.
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Development of Ordinance
The ordinance is the portion of the plan that is enacted by the legislative body of the
local community. It is designed to implement the policies and recommendations
developed within the HMP. The ordinances should comply with State and Federal rules
and regulations and generally needs to be approved by the State agency in charge of the
State's Coastal Management Plan.
Implementation
Finally, the HMP must be implemented through the proper authorities . A coordinated
effort should have been made throughout the planning process in determining authority of
implementation of various parts of the plan. A periodic review cycle of approximately 3-
5 years should be incorporated into the plan.
Implementation could be frustrated if a conflict of authority exists in the enforcement
of harbor regulations. Harbor policies and regulations should be developed by a harbor
commission. In most cases , the regulations are enforced by a Harbormaster. Often, the
Harbormaster does not report to the Harbor Commission. Instead , he or she may report to
the Police department, the Town Administrator, the Town Councilor the Recreation
department. For example, in the towns of Portsmouth and Middletown, the Harbormaster
is a police officer, reporting to the police department. The Harbormaster in Newport is
part of the City Recreation department. Harbormasters in Jamestown and New Shoreham
report directly to the town Administrator. The Harbor Commission may have no
authority over the organization to which the Harbor Master reports. With no direct or
indirect authority over the Harbormaster, the Harbor Commission may have little control
over how it-s polices are being implemented.
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One answer to this potential implementation problem is to provide authority for the
Harbor Commission in the HMP. The Commission should be given a method of recourse
if it is unsatisfied with the implementation of its regulations and policies. The HMP
should make provisions that the Harbonnaster make periodic reports to the Commission.
In addition, the Commission should have either direct authority over the Harbormaster or
indirect authority through the organization to which he or she reports.
The use of municipal harbor management plans is not widespread throughout the
United States. States in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic such as Maine, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Delaware, Maryland are a few the States with
Federally approved coastal zone management plans involved in HMP development. In
addition to the lack of support, the development of HMPs can be challenged by the
potentially emotional issues involved such as public shore access, water quality and
mooring allocation. Despite these challenges, efforts should be made-to develop HMPs
on the local level.
A harbor management plan is an excellent forum to involve public participation in
shoreline and harbor management decision making . The plan provides an opportunity to
bring important issues to the public attention and involve the community. Through the
development of the plan, local government will be made more aware of waterfront issues
which could lead to new ordinances, increased funds for needed waterfront projects and a
permanent harbor commission. In addition, a necessary link can be made between land
uses impacting the shore and shoreline activities.
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One of the major immediate benefits of a harbor management plan to a local
municipality is that of State and Federal consistency. Upon approval of a HMP by the
proper authoritative State agency and the Army Corps of Engineers , Federal and State
agency projects will make efforts to be consistent with the approved HMP. State and
Federal agencies maintain authority over the waters, but a municipality will have
significantly more influence through the enforcement of an HMP. The consistency
benefit is particularly significant with regard to harbor management, since little or no
activity occurs over or in surface waters without Federal or State involvement. With the
promise of State and Federal consistency, local municipalities have much more control of
the management of their harbors and shorelines.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM HURRICANE ANDREW
Hurricane Andrew made landfall in Dade County, Florida on August 24, 1992 at 4:55
am. The hurricane had a devastating effect on boat owners, boat yards. boat dealers and
the whole marine industry. In Dade county, there are over 50,000 registered boats, nine
publicly owned boat storage facilities and 83 privately owned boat storage facilities.i"
Because of the large marine industry in that area, a great deal of interest was
generated in planning how to avoid destruction from hurricanes in the future. As a result,
74Boat storage facilities were considered facilities or marinas providing space for
ten or more boats. Maria L. Villanueva and Edward K. Baker. "Analysis of Hurricane
Andrew Economic Damage and Recovery Options for the Boating, Marina and Marine
Service Industries," (Gainesville, Florida: University of Florida Sea Grant College
Program, 1993), p. 25.
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studies were conducted by the Florida Sea Grant College Program to determine the extent
of the damage, and existing plans were evaluated to develop better methods of hurricane
preparedness.
One of the efforts undertaken as a result of this catastrophe was a workshop
sponsored by the Florida Sea Grant Program to develop a framework for marine and
community hurricane planning. Representatives from various regulatory and enforcement
agencies, county government, marine industry and boating community were invited to
participate. The participants were asked to explore and recommend new strategies and
implementation of pre-hurricane preparation and post-hurricane recovery plans for
boating communities. The following are general recommendations that developed as a
result of the workshop:75
Pre-Hurricane Planning and Preparation
• Boat owners should have a Boater Hurricane Preparedness Plan. The plan
should contain a concise review of materials, the steps to be taken to
prepare the physical environment of the boat itself, and, if need be, a
prearranged agreement with a storage facility or property owner that will
allow storage of the boat during a hurricane.
•
•
Boat Storage Facilities should have a written Hurricane Plan . The plan
should establish the sequence of events that are to go into effect on a set
time frame.
Boater education programs that specifically deal with hurricane
preparation and planning should be developed.
• Vessels need to be evacuated inland or moved out of slips to open areas in
the marina basin at the earliest time possible, when it is still safe to move
75Maria L. Villanueva and Donald W. Pybas, ed. Recommendations for Hurricane
Preparations and responses for Boating Communities and Industries. (Gainesville,
Florida: University of Florida Sea Grant College Program, 1994), p. 4-17.
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the boats. Most hurricane prone coastlines do not provide adequate
protection for all types of boats.
Post Hurricane response and Recovery
• Boat storage facilities should develop post-hurricane response plans which
address timely communication with local agencies and timely facility
access.
• The Marine Industry Association should develop an inventory of local and
regional boat repair facilities. This inventory should establish how many
boats can be handled by anyone repair facility at a time.
• Insurance personnel should provide input from a marina facility to be
shared in a clearinghouse operation set up outside the impacted area. This
would provide all interests with the information of each marina site.
• Standardized scale, high quality, aerial photography should be provided
for assessing marine facilities , boat related losses, and environmental
damage caused by the hurricane.
• An efficient system of finding damage or sunken vessels should be
established. Insurance companies, marine patrol, surveillance satellites,
Sea-Grant generated aerial photography, and an 800-number "boat lost and
found" should be elements of this system.
Recommendations from the Florida Sea Grant Workshop have been implemented to
some degree. A survey conducted through the Florida Sea Grant College program
provides some information regarding the readiness of boaters, marinas and the boating
industry." The purpose of the survey was to gain an understanding of the status of
hurricane preparedness and awareness of boaters, marinas and the boating industry of
76Maria L. Villanueva and Edward K. Baker. "Analysis of Hurricane Andrew
Economic Damage and Recovery Options for the Boating, Marina and Marine Service
Industries," (Gainesville, Florida: University of Florida Sea Grant College Program,
1993), p. 17.
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Dade County. A survey was conducted in 1990, and a post-hurricane survey was re-
administered shortly after the storm.
There were signs in the pre-hurricane study that some people had made some form
of a hurricane plan, but only a small percentage of the boating population had made any
preparation. In the 1990 study of berthed boat owners, less than 10% had made
contractual haul-out arrangements for their boats, and only 50% of boaters made plans for
an arranged pick-up by another party if the owner or captain was unable to move the boat.
Only 50% of those with arrangements made dry runs of their plans. It was also
determined that about 80% of the marinas in Dade County required insurance of boaters
using their slips, but this figure is expected to increase to 100% due to extensive
hurricane damage.
Regarding the above recommendation to promote early evacuation, the 1990 survey
found that over 50% of boaters said they would move their boat more than 48 hours prior
to landfall of the hurricane. The post-storm survey revealed that only 4% of boaters
moved their boats more than 48 hours before the estimated landfall.
Many boaters were forced by the marina management to evacuate their marinas, many
with less than 48 hours notice. The forced evacuation created much confusion especially
for boaters who were not familiar with alternate safe anchorages. A flotilla plan once
existed for the Dade County area, making use of the Miami river as a hurricane hole. The
flotilla plan is no longer in existence because of concern that debris from damaged boats
in the river would clog the river and cause additional flooding. In addition, draw bridges
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were locked down for land evacuation thereby blocking passage for many vessels going
up the river.
As a result of the damage and confusion caused by forced evacuations by marinas, the
Florida State legislature passed a law that became effective June 1, 1994, prohibiting
marinas from adopting policies for the mandatory evacuation of vessels following the
issuance of a hurricane watch or warning.77 The law will give boaters some additional
protection from marina operators. However, this will not stop marinas from asking
boaters to leave prior to the issuance of a hurricane watch or warning. Weather
conditions can be dangerous prior to a hurricane watch or warning, and forced evacuation
from marinas could still pose a serious threat to unprepared boaters .
A recommendation for post-hurricane recovery analysis was the use of aerial
photography for assessing facilities, boat losses and environmental damage. This method
was used by Dr. Gustavo Antonini of the University of Florida. The primary purposes of
the study were to locate sunken vessels, characterize vessel condition, relate damage of
sunken vessel to habitat area, identify potentially impacted areas and rate potential impact
by vessel concentration." This study was useful in relating environmental conditions to
damage by associating the damage to a vessel to the conditions of the surrounding
77State of Florida Statutes. Chapter 327.59 Marina evacuations.
78G.A. Antonini et al. "Location and Assessment of Hurricane Andrew Damaged
Vessels on Biscayne Bay and Adjoining Shore areas," (Florida: Florida Sea Grant College
Program, Florida State University, Gainesville, 1993), p. 3.
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environment. For example, correlations were made between the number of partially
sunken or completely sunken vessels in rocky bottom areas versus vessels found in soft
bottom areas. This information helped to determine which bottoms offered better holding
conditions for anchored vessels.
The extensive studies of the effects of hurricane Andrew provide a great deal of
information supporting the need for coordination of hurricane preparedness, damage
assessment and recovery operations. Planning prior to the storm is essential in order to
reduce confusion and potential damage . Along with municipal hurricane plans , boaters
and boat storage facilities should develop hurricane preparedness plans in which specific
tasks are outlined and personnel roles are clearly defined. Municipal HMPs could
support State emergency agencies by ensuring that boaters and boating facilities in its
jurisdiction have developed plans and have access to educational resources.
JUSTIFICATION OF HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS IN
A HARBOR MANAGEMENT PLAN
Modem technology has given us the ability to give warnings of a hurricane's path
and time of landfall, but the warnings are useless if we are not properly prepared. During
the last two decades the coastal population of the United States has increased while the
number of hurricane strikes has decreased on the average. The growing coastal
population has increased the number of people at risk to hurricanes and has also increased
the number of structures susceptible to damage. According to William Gray, a
meteorologist at Colorado State University, there has been a great lull in hurricane
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activity in the United States from about 1970 through the mid 1990s.79 This may have
had the effect of developing a false sense of security among coastal residents, many of
whom may not have experienced the destruction of a hurricane and as a result may not
understand the need for hurricane preparedness.
In order to reduce danger and damage to local harbors and waterfronts, coastal
communities should develop local hurricane preparedness plans. Most damage is a result
of a lack of coordinated storm preparedness on the part of private boat owners, marina
operators, emergency management personnel and harbormasters. The lack of a
coordinated effort can be improved with a comprehensive plan containing structured
guidelines and policies to provide direction for all involved. The integration of hurricane
preparedness into municipal harbor management plans is a good method to mitigate
severe storm damage on the local level.
According to Mark Amaral, a project coordinator specializing in harbor planning
and management at the Coastal Resources Center at the University of Rhode Island , there
are five basic strategies officials responsible for harbor management should follow:
• Develop a long-term plan before a storm is imminent; the plan may
include removing boats from docks or lowering harbor density.
• Develop a response plan that includes immediate emergency action and
utilizes all resources including staff, volunteers and equipment.
• Enforce existing regulations and inspection procedures for mooring
systems, dock construction and maintenance.
79 Newport Daily News, 9, October 5, 1996, taken from the Sacremento Bee
(Sacremento, California)
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• Educate boaters, marine facility operators and harbonnasters to prepare
and respond to storms and hurricanes.
• Update hurricane preparedness plans regularly.
With the increase of coastal development and the recent surge in recreational
boating, small harbors, marinas and mooring fields are filled to capacity. During a
hurricane, these areas are exposed to extreme forces of wind, rain, flooding, wave action
and storm surge . Waterfront structures such as floating docks can break free, causing
considerable damage. Many boats can be forced from their docks or moorings onto land,
roads, bridges and environmentally sensitive areas. The grounded vessels can cause
substantial harm; damage to roadways and bridges, leaking hazardous waste from
punctured hulls, fuel tanks and holding tanks, and scattering debris in environmentally
sensitive wetlands and beaches. One month after Hurricane Andrew, a plume of fuel was
observed still leaking into Biscayne Bay from the damaged fuel tanks of vessels in a
collapsed boat storage building.f"
There are economic incentives for integrating hurricane preparedness into an
HMP as well. Although the development of a hazard mitigation plan may require a
significant investment of time, effort and money, it can prove worthwhile by reducing
damage to vessels and facilities, resulting in reduced insurance premiums and less
business interruption for water dependent businesses. Conversely, the cost of not
preparing a hazard mitigation plan may result in an increased risk of liability litigation for
80James T. Timant et al. "Hurricane Andrew's effects on the Marine Resources,"
Bioscience (April 1994), p. 230.
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inadequate preparedness and unnecessary clean up costs and damage that could have been
avoided if a plan were in place.
By developing a hazard mitigation plan, a community can integrate preparedness,
response and recovery strategies into a comprehensive effort. Hazard mitigation reduces
risk and damage by evaluating management policy after a disaster has struck. In this way,
managers can learn from previous mistakes in planning and try to stop repetitive damage. '
Four general suggestions for the development of a policy for hazard mitigation are:81
• Assess the type and degree of risk that harbor and shoreline users face
from natural hazards.
• Develop strategies that prepare for, respond to, and recover from natural
disasters .
• Identify long-term mitigation projects that will reduce damage from
natural disasters .
• Describe specific steps for coordinated implementation.
Hurricane preparedness plans do not currently exist in many recreational harbors .
In fact, there is little evidence of coordination between emergency personnel on the State
and local level and harbonnasters. Most existing harbor management plans have not
included natural hazard mitigation as part of the comprehensive plan nor do many State
agencies provide assistance for incorporating hazard mitigation in the plans. The Rhode
Island Coastal Resources Management Council is preparing to implement hazard
81 Mark Amaral and Virginia Lee, , "Hazard Mitigation for Rhode Island
Recreational Harbor Communities," (University of Rhode Island, Coastal Resources
Center, Kingston, R.I., 1995) p. 7.
81
mitigation through HMPs. However, the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management
Office has been unwilling to address this issue due to unknown liability implications.Y
In States with coastal management plans that support or require harbor
management plans, municipalities are developing plans to manage the resources, uses and
development of their harbors and shorelines. By creating a plan in compliance with State
policies, the municipality gains much more control over the future development and
management of the town's coastal waters by requiring any State agency activity to be
consistent with the provisions of the HMP.
Studying the effects of Hurricane Andrew is helpful in determining how to better
prepare for hurricanes. By evaluating the management process that was in place prior to
the hurricane, and the actions taken by boaters and emergency management personnel
during the crisis, improvements can be made for more effective hazard mitigation.
The integration of hazard mitigation into harbor management plans provides a
framework for local municipalities to properly plan for coastal disasters, particularly
hurricanes. By having a plan in place, towns will be more prepared to manage emergency
resources and personnel, which will contribute to minimizing damage to property and loss
of life.
82Laurel Rafferty, Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Office (Personal
Communication, 2/19/96).
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INTEGRATION OF NATURAL HAZARD MITIGATION
INTO A HARBOR MANAGEMENT PLAN
This section suggests how a municipality may integrate natural hazard mitigation
into an existing harbor management plan. The format is general in nature and intended to
augment existing harbor management plans. Each municipality must determine what its
special needs are concerning natural hazards and choose to develop and emphasize
certain aspects of this general outline. A six part approach will be used to develop a
natural hazard mitigation plan, consisting of: policy development, risk assessment, storm
preparedness, response during the storm, recovery strategy, and coordination and
implementation.
POLICY DEVELOPMENT
The municipality shall first produce a policy Statement that will be added either to
an existing policy section of the HMP or at the beginning of the hazard mitigation
section. The policy Statement should agree with State and Federal hazard mitigation
policy but also reflect the community's general approach to hazard mitigation for the
harbor. General issues such as: definition of a hazard, listing of priorities, and authority
of agencies involved must be addressed. In addition, this section should state how it will
approach the following steps of hazard mitigation:
• Risk assessment
• Storm preparedness
• Response during the storm
• Recovery strategy
• Coordination and implementation
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RISK ASSESSMENT
A risk assessment should be conducted to determine the types and potential degree of
risk to which harbor users and facilities may be exposed. This process will indicate the
vulnerability of varying areas of the harbor and help in allocating resources for short and
long-term mitigation measures.
This procedure can be undertaken by using existing information in the resource
inventory of the HMP. By re-evaluating data such as bottom type, density of mooring
areas , FEMA V-zones and flood hazards , docking and hauling facilities, areas that are
particularly vulnerable to storm forces can be identified.
Once all of the risk assessment data is collected, specific threats should be considered
that are associated with a particular potential natural hazard. For example, if a hurricane
is the most likely form of natural hazard for a community, threats associated with a
hurricane are storm surge, high winds and high waves. Next, the effects of each threat on
different harbor interests should be considered. One example would be identifying that a
part of the harbor with a large fetch may be exposed to severe wave action. Another
example is a storm surge of a certain magnitude which will lift floating docks off of their
pilings. After determining these potential risks, the HMP commission may wish to
prioritize issues that appear to be particularly hazardous and within their power to
mitigate.
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STORM PREPAREDNESS
Plans for managing a severe storm should be arranged well in advance of landfall. It
is essential that the responsibilities of all personnel involved in emergency management
are clearly defined prior to a crisis situation. In addition, checklists should be prepared
that indicate actions that should be taken prior to hurricane season and once a hurricane
watch or warning has been issued.
Within the HMP, boater's rights and responsibilities prior to, during, and following a
major storm should be defined. The plan should make sure that all boat owners and
transients are aware of their options such as doubling of docklines, evacuation to a harbor
of refuge or the use of special hurricane moorings during a storm. Boat owners mooring
or docking their boats in the harbor should be required to submit an individual hurricane
preparedness checklist to the harbonnaster upon registration of a mooring or renewal of a
permit. The harbonnaster's office could supply a form to be completed by boat owners to
indicate that they have made plans in the event of a hurricane. The form could be
modeled after existing checklists provided by the Coast Guard and FEMA. Similarly, a
municipality should require hurricane preparedness plans from water dependent facilities
such as marinas and boatyards to ensure that they have a plan in place. The Coast Guard
and FEMA also supply checklists for marina storm preparedness. Examples of Coast
Guard and FEMA checklists for individual boaters and marinas can be found in the
appendix. Individual and facility hurricane plans require updating, which could be
conducted on alternate years with mooring inspections.
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A chain of command should be established defining the roles of all personnel
involved in severe storm management. The harbormaster should play a key role in
developing this section of the plan. A protocol for communication for preparation before
and during the storm should be in place, taking into account the possibility of power and
telephone interruption.
A municipality can establish an annual hurricane preparedness routine prior to
hurricane season. Agreements and contracts for recovery services should be determined
before the possibility of a hurricane so that immediately after the storm, plans can be
activated with no need for negotiation. Conducting drills among agencies that would be
involved and inspection of the following would contribute to damage reduction:
• Mooring gear by the harbormaster
• Check harbor for excess materials and abandoned vessels that could float
free and cause damage
• Emergency equipment (boats, first aid, life vests)
• Hauling equipment
• Docks, wharves and piers
Another component of storm preparedness is the preparation activities prior to a
possible hurricane. At this point, the HMP should consider issues such as: how and when
boaters and harbor facilities will be notified to begin preparedness activities, how
officials will continue to send information, whether or not boat owners should be
permitted to stay on their boats, or what procedures should be followed with boat owners
not available to secure their vessels, procedures developed to secure municipality-owned
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facilities and equipment, and evacuation procedures at public launching ramps and to safe
anchorages.
A checklist should be created that addresses specific issues as the storm approaches
the harbor. A brief example would be: (l) at 72 hours before predicted landfall, regular
periodic monitoring of weather reports should begin, fill tanks of harbormaster's vessel,
notify local marinas, contact reserve marine patrol personnel for readiness etc. (2) at 48
hours before predicted landfall, continue actions taken at the 72 hour checkpoint, and
notify mooring holders who have not taken action, have harbormaster begin regular
patrols of the harbor, assist marina and waterfront facilities with special needs, etc. (3) at
24 hours, continue activities from the 48 hour checkpoint, harbormaster make final
survey of harbor and prepare for harbormaster vessel to be hauled out.
RESPONSE DURING THE STORM
A clear policy must be determined to define what action the municipality will take in
its waters during severe weather. In order to determine this, input should be received
from the town emergency manager, harbormaster, police chief and legal department to
address issues such as: what is the town's liability under certain situations, who is
qualified and authorized to dispatch personnel, what will be the circumstances under
which personnel will and will not be dispatched, and is adequate equipment available?
Many situations may require the help of the Coast Guard, but if immediate action is
necessary, plans must be in place before the crisis occurs.
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RECOVERY STRATEGY
Immediately after the storm, the first priority is to secure the harbor so that it is safe to
begin recovery operations. It may be necessary to initiate security watches to prevent
looting of grounded vessels and to clear away onlookers so that recovery and salvage
crews can perform their duties. The next objective is to reestablish the harbonnaster
department and launching the harbonnaster vessels. The harbonnaster should take
immediate emergency action to minimize any life threatening situations and to reduce
further damage. As soon as possible, an appraisal of damages should be made and pre-
established contract recovery services should be activated.
In the following weeks, an inventory should be made of damages sustained in the
harbor as a result of the storm. Appropriate agencies such as the DEM should be notified
of leaking vessels or fueling facilities as soon as possible, vessel owners should be
notified to remove grounded vessels, lists of unidentified vessels should be kept and
given to the proper authorities, removal of large floating debris and coordination efforts
with marina facilities should be made for hauling facilities and boat repair.
Once damage operations are well underway, efforts should be made to undertake
an analysis of the situation. A study should be conducted to determine the effectiveness
of the natural hazard mitigation plan. The study should attempt to determine if the plan
was implemented correctly. What was lacking in the plan that should be implemented
during the next hurricane? Were the risk assessments reasonable and accurate for this
situation? Once the study is complete, the hazard mitigation plan should be re-evaluated
and updated with the findings of the post-storm study conclusions.
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COORDINATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
In order for the hazard mitigation plan to be effective, there must be a coordinated
effort amongst all marine related activities and emergency personnel in the municipality.
A few uninformed boaters or facility operators could severely hamper preparation or
rescue efforts, wasting valuable time of emergency personnel. The harbor management
plan should act as a central coordinating document for emergency activities in the waters
of a municipality.
The Harbormaster should be required to interface with other hurricane planning
within the town to understand how town facilities will be allocated and shared during a
storm. This form of participation will help in avoiding potential resource conflicts and
give the harbormaster a realistic understanding of resources available to him.
Memorandums of agreement should then be made between town departments such as
police, fire, public works to be sure town resources are allocated properly during a storm.
Long term harbor hazard mitigation should be associated with waterfront zoning. If a
municipality has a comprehensive land use plan guiding the town's development, the
policies and goals of the HMP should be linked with this plan. Federal land use laws and
policies such as the National Flood Insurance Program must also be obeyed, but can also
be used as a model for development policies in the HMP. Construction in hazardous
areas and re-construction of buildings that were destroyed in a hazardous area should be
strongly discouraged.
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Pertinent information such as flood zones and areas subject to high wave and wind
energy is already available in the resources inventory of the HMP and in the risk
assessment of the hazard mitigation section. Harbor activities should be planned
according to the results of an analysis of the resources inventory and the risk assessment.
Certain uses will be restricted to particular areas and excluded from others according to
the findings of the analysis.
Finally, in order to construct a working hazard mitigation plan within a harbor
management plan, it is necessary to build a community consensus. Building a consensus
requires convincing the public that they are affected by what happens in the harbor, and
that developing a hazard mitigation strategy is critical to helping minimize damage and
losses. Boater and non-boaters, harbormasters, marina operators, local government and
waterfront property owners all need to be involved in the process.
The public and the boating community need to be convinced that because weather
forecasting is not an exact science, they must pay attention to hurricane watches and
warnings to take proper precautions before the storm arrives. Developing standards
locally is critical to plan implementation and acceptance. In addition, Federal and State
agencies can provide technical assistance to help communities develop appropriate
standards. Standards that are developed based on expertise of a variety of sources and are
supported locally , lend credibility to the hazard mitigation plan and will aid in
compliance and enforcement.
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CONCLUSION
The Federal Government has taken an active role in coastal management in the last 25
years primarily through the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. This Act has served
as a foundation for coastal management in the United States and has undergone
amendments to adjust to the changing demands and knowledge of the processes
impacting this area. By making the States the central management mechanism, this
legislation was able to address many pressing issues, however, certain needs are more
appropriately managed on the local level.
One of the issues recognized during the development of the CZMA as putting
pressure on the coastal zone was the increase in recreational boating. The steady increase
in the number of vessels began to strain harbor resources. Although the CZMA
recognized recreational boating as a significant coastal user group, adequate provisions
were not made for its proper management on the national level. Many impacts of
recreational boating on harbor resources can be better managed on the local level through
a municipal harbor management plan.
Harbor management plans are not currently part of the CZMA, but could serve as a
third level of management in coastal zone management programs. By requiring
communities to develop HMPs conforming to State programs, and State agencies in tum
to conduct their activities consistent with the municipal plan, a broader spectrum of
coastal issues could be addressed within one comprehensive plan. This third level of
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management would be compatible with the upper levels of coastal zone management and
would be better equipped to address local issues in greater detail.
Hazard mitigation is one such issue that can be improved by local management. A
great amount of resources could be conserved by integrating natural hazard mitigation
into municipal HMPs. By taking advantage of the already existing resource inventory and
merging hazard mitigation policies with harbor management policies, steps can be taken
to increase safety and reduce destruction and repetitive damage. Coordination of
municipal agencies. the harbormaster, boaters and waterfront facilities will expedite
emergency efforts and reduce confusion during an approaching hurricane.
A hurricane is a disastrous natural force that is unstoppable. By integrating natural
hazard mitigation into municipal harbor management plans. a community takes an active
role in protecting its shoreline by planning for an unavoidable problem.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The most effective way of promoting the use of comprehensive municipal harbor
management plans would be to make them a requirement of the Coastal Zone
Management Act. During the next reauthorization, amendments could be made to
include harbor management plans as an element of national coastal zone management.
By including them as part of the national structure, HMPs would be implemented by all
coastal states.
The inclusion of HMPs in the CZMA would not be a radical change in national
coastal zone management. Many states in the Northeast and mid-Atlantic already make
use of harbor management plans. An amendment to the CZMA would simply require all
other "coastal" states participating in the coastal zone management program to implement
HMPs in a similar fashion to those already in use. States agencies would still remain the
central management mechanism, but would be required to implement municipal coastal
management plans in order to continue to participate in the CZMP.
One minor recommendation that should be made at this point is a name change . I
propose that the name for municipal plans that we now call "harbor management plans",
be changed to "municipal coastal management plans" (MCMP). The problems for which
HMPs were originally implemented, namely mooring management and user conflicts,
were concentrated in harbor areas. However, as HMPs have expanded to address many
more issues, as mentioned earlier in the paper, the use of the word "harbor" may be
inappropriate for many coastal communities that need to address other coastal issues and
would benefit from a MCMP.
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The amendment to the CZMA should provide fundamental requirements for MCMPs
that would be used by State agencies to evaluate each plan. The plans must remain
flexible in order to meet the needs of each community, but should address certain
fundamental issues such as: mooring management, public access, water quality, and
hurricane preparedness. A mandatory review cycle of no more than five years should be
imposed to ensure that plans are updated and maintained.
Cooperation between towns and the state can be increased by requiring mutual
consistency. The management of the coastal zone is ultimately the state 's responsibility
under the CZMA. However, municipalities should be given considerable authority in
managing their coastal zone. Through the following process , a balance can be struck
between State policy and the special needs of each coastal community.
The state has the ability to form coastal zone management policy through the MCMP
approval process. Once the proper state authority has approved a municipal coastal
management plan, the state's activities should be required to be consistent with the
MCMP. There may be some opposition by the state to delegating such authority to
municipalities, but the state should not approve a MCMP until it is consistent with its
coastal zone management plan. Through this system, state policy is implemented, but the
special needs of each municipality are met using state approved methods. In the end, the
towns should feel secure that their authority in their coastal zone will not be undermined
by the state, and the state should be confident that its policies are clearly understood
within the municipal coastal management plan.
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There are changes necessary for existing harbor management plans that can be acted
upon without an amendment to the CZMA. Many HMPs do not address the issue of
natural hazard mitigation, specifically hurricane preparedness. State and town officials
concerned with coastal zone management should take steps to develop hurricane
preparedness in harbor management plans.
States that aid communities in developing HMPs should integrate natural hazard
mitigation into their program. Several states mentioned earlier provide guidelines for the
development of HMPs. Chapter four goes into further detail regarding what should be
considered when addressing hurricane preparedness, but in general, municipalities
should:
• Develop a long term plan before a storm is imminent
• Develop a response plan
• Enforce regulations and inspection procedures for moorings and docks
• Educate boaters and marine facility operators
• Update hurricane preparedness plans regularly
If a required review cycle exists for HMPs, the integration of hurricane preparedness
should be addressed during the next review cycle. The state should enlist the help of state
emergency coordinators, FEMA, the Army Corps of Engineers and others to assemble
guidelines for hurricane preparedness. Hurricane preparedness should become a
requirement of HMPs in order for them to continue to receive State approval.
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Municipalities need not wait for the state to begin preparing for a hurricane. The
committee or commission charged with the administration of the HMP may initiate a
study on hurricane preparedness in its community.
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APPENDIX
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~CANEPREPAREDNESSPLAN~
Marina;Yacht Club/Municipal Anchorage IIiJlf/
TIDS COULD BE YOUR POST-STORM SCENE
UNLESS YOU PREPARE NOW
Y N
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
Do you have a deta iled storm preparation plan?
Is it posted for em plovees and customers?
Is it filed with a local government entity?
Has your plan been rev iewed and approved by an
appropriate evaluating agency?
Is your plan reviewed and revised yearly?
Is your major storm insurance in force?
Are there other anchorages/docks/facilities which
could break up and wash down on you?
Do they have a good PLAN? (If not , this is your
greatest priority and" NOW" taskl)
Do you have a "public" radio (VHF) tuned to weather
broadcasts?
Do you have a detailed mooring chart showing: size,
location, type, chain size, chain length and pennant?
(see over)
Y N
00
00
00
00
00
DO
Does that chart show ma ximum size/type boat
allowed at each mooring?
Is the standard scope sufficient to handle a 10'
surge?
If the answer to the above is NO, do you have a plan
for "thinning out" boat concentration and increasing
scope?
Do you have detailed information on all boats which
are permanently on each mooring? (size, type ,
we ight. data on owner, contact and alternate)
Is this data in your hurricane plan?
Have you posted a list of priority haul-outs and time
schedule for same?
FACILITY CHECK
Y N
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
Do all of your docks (waterfront) util ities have a quick shut-off above flood
plain level? (water, sewer, electric, phone)
Are all of your docks attached to pilings which can handle 10' surge above the
normal "moon" high t ides?
Do all of your ramps adjust equally to above?
Do you have a plan and contract for removal of small boats to "quick" storage?
Do you have "h igh and dry" space for storage of boats, as well as cars and
equipmem... above flood plain?
Do you have "above flood plain" storage for: all customer and business
records? all parts and sales stock? machinery, motors, electric equipment,
etc?
Do you have emergency power for communication, winch operation,
railwayltravelift , pumps?
Are storage areas kept clean of blowables?
Are cradles and jack stands stored.labelled, and ready for quick staff access?
Are your moorings checked by a diver after being "set"?
Do you have a last-minute "quick-out" plan for your "YARD" boat, which
implies safe storage and "quick-in"?
Do you have a storm-safe spot from which to view the yard and anchorage
during the storm?
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Do you have a daily duty officer whose name is posted ?
Is a member of your staff assigned to keep daily watch over the long range weather?
Is your staff experienced in storm preparation efforts?
Do you hold training sessions for new employees]
Does each understand his /her role?
Have all current employees had a course at this time?
Is employee "loyalty" sufficient to assure that they will not abandon your service to protect their
own property in the threat of a coming storm? '
Does your employee program allow for each worker to meet hislher family responsibilIty as well]
Do you have a sizable crew willing to report for work immediately after the storm is over?
SA.Jl.fPLE MOORING PLAN
Sand/SiitIMud Bottom
Avg . depth 20'
• Up to SO' sailboat
7S01 mushroom chain
30' J" bottom chain
16' 'nOt top chain
18' pennant
145"' between mooriDBI
• Up to 40' sailboat
5001 mUlhroom
30' \4" bonom chain
30 ' 'hi" top chain
16' p.'UUlIll
130" between moorings
• Up 10 30' sailboat
300# mushroom
30' ~.. bonom chain
30' ~~ 1<"0ch.in
14' pennant
115' between moonn,.
• Up to ZO' sailboat
2001 mushroom
30' ~ .. bottom chain
30' ~/16 top chain
12' pennalll
92' between moorina.
(NOT A STANDARD.. .Bonomcoadinons, current,lide end
other local variables mUll bo taken imc con. idullion in
eNbliJhiog yOUT own specific applicable standard.)
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CUSTOlVlER RELATIONS EFFORTS
Y N
DO
IMPROPER. STORMSET DO
.................
.L~ DODO
PROPI!R MIlSHIlOOM Sl!f 00
~ DODODODO
00
DO
Do all of your customers know that you have an emergency storm preparedness plan]
Do you have a signed permission/release from owners which will allow you to board vessels
to make necessary efforts to prepare for hurr icane in case of owner absence]
Do you have a means of alerting your customers very early in the storm sequence of possible
major area incursion]
Do you offer a "cruise plan" file service for your regulars to indicate their intended
whereabouts]
Are you in close contact with the Coast Guard and the Harbor Master/police regarding storm
readiness]
Do you sponsor and schedule training sessions for boat owners re: major storm preparedness
procedures]
Do you have a provision for helping VISITING yachtsmen]
Is your insurance company aware of all of your efforts in storm preparation7
Do you have a calling plan to notify customers of the status of their boat after the storm7
After the storm do you have plans for ...
Examination and evaluation of entire yard before reconnecting water. sewer. fuel . telephone.
power. etc.?
A watchman on duty to protect from vandalism7
Thi. publicationhal beenpreparedb)' \be.Fcdc.n.1 EmcraeDe)' Manqcmcnl AteDC)' (FEMA) , R.c.lioD I. Bo.lon. MA ill cooperationaDdooordN6oa ""tb : U.S. eo... Cu.rG m.rkt
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tm\ iMAJORSTORM PREPAREDNESS 1M
~ Aware Boaters Checklist ulJ
I i( Advance awareness
Do you know what to expect?
Y N
o 0 Are you continually updated on what the storm is doing]
location] top winds? surge? direction of movement] time
predictions/onset? eye] backside] tides height and times]
o 0 Are you familiar with storm damage Quadrants]
DODo you monitor NOAA VHF FM weather at home as well as
on the boat]
DODo you have a plan for coverage of daily long-range
tropical weather forecasts]
ODin the 24 hours before the storm. are you continually
updating your position and preparedness plan as they relate
to predicted storm direction] Get off boat 4 hrs. in
advance.
IMPROPER STORM SET
Mushroom Anchor
PROPER MUSHROOM SET
Are you ready to meet the challenge?
o 0 Have you made a storm preparedness plan?
o 0 Has it been reviewed by a Qualified authority]
o 0 Is it posted at home and on the boat]
DODoes your caretakerlmarina, etc. have a copy]
o 0 Have you studied alternative plans like : hauling] trailoring? hurricane
hole?
o 0 Do your plans have sufficient t ime built into them for completion
before the storm]
o 0 H~ve you followed and passed a pre-season equipment checklist]
o 0 Have you reviewed your plans with your boat yard, if they are
involved]
o 0 Do you know the preparation status of all neighboring boats (360 °)7
o 0 If they are not prepared for a storm, are you doing something about it]
o 0 Have they filed a storm preparedness plan]
o 0 Do you have 8 relief skipper who is familiar with your boat and is
prepared to stand in your absence]
o 0 Do you agree with your yacht dub'slmarina's preparedness plan?
~ Mooring items
o 0 Do you know for certain the size and type of you' mooring]
o 0 Has it been inspected within 6 months]
o 0 What type of bottom exists at mooring] __
o 0 Do you have proper mooring for above]
o 0 Is mooring set for all likely wind velocity and directions]
o 0 Will scope and stack/extra line allow clearance for all likely wind
velocity and directions]
. . . .
. ·
continued on reverse.
CHAFING GEAR
Boat preparedness items
Pre-season Checklist
o 0 Is all power and electric gear in working order]
o 0 All batteries (flashlight and engine) charged]
o 0 All exterior lights operable]
o 0 All cleats checked for security and back ing]
o 0 Full sets of chafe gear stored and labelled]
o 0 Do you have sufficient line for two pennants?
o 0 Do you have at least two anchors of appropriate size and design for
your boat. with at least 300' oversized rode and sufficient chain for
each anchor]
o 0 Do you have working auto bilge pumps of proper
size for your boat?
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MOORING ALONGSIDE A DOCK OR BARGE ...
If: Boatp':,~"~;rednessitems
o 0 Are self·bailing cockpit drains clear ?
o 0 Do you know how to remove your jib quickly?
o 0 Do you have a location chart for all thru·hulls ?
o 0 Do you know how to shut them off or plug them?
D:::J Do you have plugs?
o 0 Have you checked all hatches for watertight seal?
NOAA WEATHER
ch WX1 ... . . ... . .•. .. . ... . 162.550
ch WX2 162.400
ch WX3 162 .475
24 hr .lday
Bow and
stern spnng
liou
Keep the
beet off the
dock . Do
not rely on
fenders.
Ensure thailin~ are lool eIloulh.
Usech.t.fin. ,ear aI pier.
If thereis DO secood pi..,
SC:tbow aDdatc:m and:aoD. .
CLEATS
u.es1ed~fJoIa.dcatc:aa~
dlodullMoIlbc dec.k. Twobc* daD~
In(ft~ IbM to.ll.::IIe~
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Check before the storm
STORM ANCHORS SET AND CHECKED. if boat is at anchor.
Fuel tanks shut off .
Remove all spare rigg ing. sails . dodgers. canvas. deck gear , etc .
Remove all ship's papers and personal gear.
Set chafe gear at all points of possible contact with boat .
Close all thru-hulls except self-bailing drains.
Remove all portable fuel and " il storage containers.
Leave anchor light and auto bilge pumps on. All other sw itches off.
Have yOU included a post-storm vandalism protection element into your
emergency plan?
Check status of neighboring boats.
If at hurricane hole, do you have permission?
Know bottom, material and depth of the hurricane hole.
Data on file
A 17 ft. surge added 10 a "normal"
6 ft. tide creates a 23 ft. storm surge.
Ensure that you have sufficient chain
10 prevent the boat from pulling the
anchor out of the bottom.
. ~', : .
Alternate Skipper's Address:
Phone::-c:-:-__--:-::--,_--;_.,.....,..,..-__
Second Alternate Skipper's Address:
Mooring Data
Type :
Size: .- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Bottom:
MHT De-p-cth-c:----------
Scope: ft
Chain : ft
Boat name: :-c_..,..- _
Model: Length: _
Beam: Power: _
Ownername: _
Address : _
Home phone: _
Business phone : _
Otherphonels) : Phone:
lllJS PUBUCA1l0N HAS BEEN PREPAllED BY TIlE FEDERAl. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA) Rq;oo 1,1Ioo1DD. MA iD-ooo-...-..-....,-· -ood--:--......-:-.... ,..-.-.-w..,...---:CuC:.s"'.-
eou,Guard Oill.ric1J;BOATIUS lIDd BOAT IUS INSURANCE DMSJON. A»o M....chl.Uod1a ee-1aJ 2.oDeMaDaaement.NatioDaJ CommiaeeOD Propcrtyl.u~.1JIttl'DlatiorWMariDa
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